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Abstract 
This paper gives an overview of intersection type assignment for the Lambda Calculus, as 
well as compares in detail variants that have been defined in the past. It presents the essential 
intersection type assignment system, that will prove to be as powerful as the well-known BCD- 
system. It is essential in the following sense: it is an almost syntax directed system that satisfies 
all major properties of the BCD-system, and the types used are the representatives of equivalence 
classes of types in the BCD-system. The set of typeable terms can be characterized in the same 
way, the system is complete with respect o the simple type semantics, and it has the principal 
type property. 
O. Introduction 
In the recent years several notions of  type assignment for several (extended) lambda 
calculi have been studied. The oldest among these is a well understood and elegantly 
defined notion of  type assignment on lambda terms, known as the Curry type assign- 
ment system [14]. It expresses abstraction and application, and can be used to obtain 
a (basic) functional characterization of terms. It is well known that in that system, the 
problem of typeability 
Given a term M, is there a basis B and a type a such that B F-M:tr? 
is decidable, and that it has the principal type property. These two properties found 
their way into programming, mainly through the pioneering work of  R. Milner [28]. 
He introduced a functional programming language ML, of  which the underlying type 
system is an extension of  Curry's system. The extension consists of  the introduction of 
polymorphic functions, i.e. functions that can be applied to various kinds of  arguments, 
even of  incomparable type. The formal motivation of  this concept lies directly in the 
notion of  principal types. 
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Though the Curry system is already powerful and convenient for use in program- 
ming practice, it has drawbacks. It is, for example, not possible to assign a type to 
the term (2x.xx), and terms that are r-equal can have different principal type schemes. 
The Intersection Type Discipline as presented in [10] by Coppo et al. (a more en- 
hanced system was presented in [6] by Barendregt et al.) is an extension of Curry's 
system that does not have these drawbacks. The extension being made consists mainly 
of allowing for term variables (and terms) to have more than one type. Intersection 
types are constructed by adding, next to the type constructor --~ of Curry's system, 
the type constructor n and the type constant ~o. This slight generalization causes a 
great change in complexity; in fact, now all terms having a (head) normal form can 
be characterized by their assignable types, a property that immediately shows that type 
assignment (even in the system that does not contain a~, see [1]) is undecidable. Also, 
by introducing this extension a system is obtained that is closed under r-equality: if 
B ~- M:a  and M =~N, then B ~- N:a .  
The type assignment system presented in [6] (the BCD-system) is based on the sys- 
tem as presented in [10]. It defines the set of intersection types ~'-n in a more general 
way by treating n as a general type constructor, and introduces two derivation rules 
for introduction and elimination of intersections; the handling of intersection in this 
way is inspired by the similarity between intersection and logical conjunction. A big 
contribution of [6] to the theory of intersection types is the introduction of a filter 
2-model and the proof of completeness of type assignment; o achieve the latter, the 
system is strengthened further by introducing a partial order relation ~< on types as 
well as adding the type assignment rule (~<). 
A disadvantage of the BCD-system is that type assignment in this system is unde- 
cidable. In recent years, some decidable restrictions have been studied. The first was 
the Rank 2 intersection type assignment system [2], as first suggested by Leivant in 
[26], that is very close to the notion of type assignment as used in ML. The key idea 
for this system is to restrict he set of types to those of the shape ( (g in. . .nan)~z) ,  
where the al . . . . .  an are types that do not contain intersections. 
This Rank 2 system was later used as a basis for the notion of type assignment 
as studied by Coppo and Giannini in [12]. In that paper the idea behind the lot- 
construct of ML is generalized. In ML, quantification of type-variables is introduced, 
with the normal restriction that a type-variable can only be bound if it does not oc- 
cur free in the basis (context) for a term; only those type-variables can be instanti- 
ated by types. Similarly, in [12] only those type-variables can be expanded (for the 
notion of expansion, see Section 5.1 ). Since this operation of expansion uses also 
the notion of quantification, intersection types in this system are limited to those 
that have the same shape, instead of allowing for arbitrary intersections. The sys- 
tem studied by Damiani and Giannini in [15] is a restriction of the system in [12], 
in that an (---~I)-step can only be performed against the types actually used for 
the term-variable; the notion of type assignment of that paper is, therefore, called 
relevant. 
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That intersection types can be used as a basis for programming languages was first 
discussed by Reynolds in [32]. This led to the development of the (typed) programming 
language Forsythe [33], and to the work of Pierce [30, 31], who studied intersection 
types and bounded polymorphism in the field of typed lambda calculi. Because there 
only typed systems are considered, the systems are decidable. 
Another disadvantage of the BCD-system is that it is too general: in this system there 
are several ways to deduce a desired result, due to the presence of the derivation rules 
(hi), (oE) and (~<). These rules not only allow superfluous teps in derivations, but 
also make it possible to give essentially different derivations for the same result. More- 
over, in [6] the relation ~< induced an equivalence relation ,-~ on types. Equivalence 
classes are big (for example: co,-~(a--~co), for all types e) and type assignment is closed 
for ,-,~. 
The BCD-system has the principal type property, as was shown in [34]; the set 
of operations needed for this system consists of substitutions, expansions, and rises. 
Although for every M the set {(B, a)IB t-M:a} can be generated using those operations 
specified in [34], the problem of type-checking 
Given a term M and type a, is there a basis B such that B k M:a? 
is complicated. This is not only due to the undecidability of the problem, but even a 
semi-algorithm is difficult to define, due to the equivalence r lation. Moreover, because 
of the general treatment of intersection types, the sequence of operations needed to go 
from one type to another is normally not unique. 
The Essential Type Assignment System as presented in this paper is a true restric- 
tion of the BCD-system that satisfies all properties of that system, and is also an 
extension of Curry's system. It will be shown that, in order to prove a completeness 
result using intersection types, there is no need to be as general as in [6]; this result 
can also be obtained for the essential system. The main advantage of the essential 
system over the BCD-system is that the set of types assignable to a term is signifi- 
cantly smaller. Another advantage of the essential system is that derivations are syntax- 
directed: there is, unlike in the BCD-system, a one-one relationship between terms and 
skeletons of derivations. These two features are supported by a less complicated type 
structure. 
The system presented here is also an extension of the strict type assignment system 
as presented in [1]. The major difference is that the essential system will prove to be 
closed for r/-reduction: If B kE M:a and M ---~ N, then B kE N:a. This does not hold 
for the strict system. 
This paper also gives an overview of various notions of intersection type assignment, 
in order to give insight and intuition, and to compare in detail the various systems and 
their development. The main objective of this paper is to show that the treatment of 
intersection types as in [6] has been too general; the same results could have been 
obtained for a far less complicated system, that follows more closely the syntactical 
structure of terms, and treats the type co not as a type constant, but as the empty 
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intersection. Great advantages of this approach are a less complicated type language, 
less complicated proofs, and more precise and elegant definitions. For example, the 
operations that are defined in this paper, needed in a proof for the principal type 
property are 'orthogonal': there is no overlap. 
Also, some results already known for, for example, the BCD-system or one of the 
CDV-systems will be shown to hold for the essential system ( ~-E ). 
- If B F-E M:a  and M ---~, N, then B F-E N:(r. 
- If B F-E M:tr and M=~N,  then B F-E N:a.  
- B ~-E M:tr and tr ~ ~o, if and only if M has a head normal form. 
- B ~-E M:a  and co does not occur in B and tr, if and only if M has a normal form. 
- t-E has the principal type property. 
In general, this will be done using different echniques like, for example, for Theo- 
rems 2.8, 2.10, 3.2.7 and 3.3.2; the proof of Theorem 6.3.3 uses a standard technique, 
but is based on new ideas. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 1 will give an overview of, in total, 
five notions of intersection type assignment, hat will be compared and discussed. 
Section 1.1 presents the Coppo-Dezani system as defined in [7], Section 1.2 presents 
two Coppo--Dezani-Venneri systems as first defined in [10], Section 1.3 presents the 
Barendregt-Coppo-Dezani system that can be found in [6], and Section 1.4 presents 
the strict system of [1]. 
Section 2 contains the presentation of the essential type assignment system, an ex- 
tension of the strict system, and a restriction of the BCD-system that will prove to 
be equally powerful as the BCD-system. In that subsection it will be shown that type 
assignment in this system is closed for t-equality (Theorem 2.10) and q-reduction 
(Theorem 2.8). In Section 3, an approximation theorem will be proved: B ~-EM:tr 
¢=~ 3AE~(M)  [BF-EA:a] (Theorem 3.2.7), using a notion of computability. With 
this result, a characterization f the sets of terms having a (head) normal form will 
be given (Theorem 3.3.2). In Section 4, soundness and completeness of essential type 
assignment will be proved (respectively, in Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.6). The section 
starts with formulating the relation between the BCD- and the essential system in 
Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 a filter )t-model will be defined, used in Section 4.3 to 
prove completeness of type assignment with respect o the simple type semantics (see 
Definition 1.3.5). 
For three of these systems presented in the past (one CDV-system, the BCD-system 
and the strict system) the principal type property has been shown to hold in, respec- 
tively, [9], [34], and [4]; in Section 5 the constructions of the proofs of the various 
papers will be discussed. Finally, in Section 6, the proof for the principal type property 
for the essential system will be sketched. 
The results presented in this paper first appeared, in a condensed and slightly different 
form, in [3]. 
N o t a t i o n s .  In this paper, the symbol ¢p will be a type-variable; Greek symbols like 
~, t ,  p, p, tr, and z will range over types, and n will be used for principal types. 
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will be assumed to associate to the right, and n binds stronger than ---~. M, N are 
used for lambda terms, x, y, z for term-variables, M[N/x] for the usual operation of 
substitution in terms, and A for terms in 2_l_-normal form. B is used for bases, B\x 
for the basis obtained from B by erasing the statement that has x as subject, and P for 
principal bases. All symbols can appear indexed. 
Two types (bases, pairs of basis and type) are disjoint if and only if they have no 
type-variables in common. Notions of type assignment are defined as ternary relations 
on bases, terms, and types, that are denoted by F-, possibly indexed if necessary. If
in a notion of type assignment for M there are basis B and type a such that B F- M:a, 
then M is typed with a, and a is assigned to M. 
1. A historical perspective 
Type assignment for the Lambda Calculus was first studied by Curry in [13]. (See 
also [14].) Curry's system - the first and most primitive one - expresses abstraction 
and application and its major advantage is that the problem of type assignment is 
decidable. The types used in this system are those obtained from type-variables and 
the type-constructor - .  (arrow). 
Definition 1.1. 
(i) The set of Curry-types is inductively defined by: 
(a) All type-variables tp0, (Pl . . . .  are Curry-types. 
(b) If a and t are Curry-types, then so is a---*t. 
(ii) Curry-type assignment and Curry-derivations are defined by the following nat- 
ural deduction system. 
[x:~] 
M:t (a) (--~E) : M:a---->t N:a 
(-~I): 2x.M:tr--*t MN:z 
(a) If x:a is the only statement about x on which M:t depends. 
The main results proved for this system are: 
- The principal type property: for every typeable M there is a pair (P, ~), such that: 
P ~- M:~, and for every pair (B, tr) such that B F- M:a, there exists a substitution Sub 
such that Sub ((P, z 0) = (B, a). 
- Decidability of type assignment. 
- Strongly normalizability of all typeable terms. 
Curry's system has drawbacks: for example, it is not possible to assign a type to the 
lambda term (,Lv.xx), and although the lambda terms (2cd.d) and ((2xyz.xz(yz))(2ab.a)) 
are fl-equal, the principal type schemes for these terms are different, tp0--*tpl---*tpl and 
(<Pl--~tP0)--*tpl--~tpl, respectively. The Intersection Type Discipline as presented in the 
following subsections i an extension of Curry's system for the pure Lambda Calculus 
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that does not have these drawbacks. It has developed over a period of several years; 
in the sequel, not only just the final version, but also various systems that appeared 
between 1980 and 1992 will be presented, in order to develop a concise overview of 
the field. 
1.1. The Coppo-Dezani type assignment system 
The first paper by Coppo and Dezani-Ciancaglini from the University of Turin, Italy, 
that introduced intersection types is [7] (in this paper, instead of the word 'intersection', 
the word 'sequence' was used). The system presented in this paper is a true extension 
of Curry's system: the extension made is to allow more than one type for term-variables 
in the (~I)-derivation rule and therefore to allow, also, more than one type for the 
right-hand term in the (~E)-derivation rule. 
Def in i t ion  1 .1 .1 .  
(i) The set of types considered in [7] is inductively defined by: 
(a) All type-variables ~o0, (p] . . . .  are types. 
(b) If  trl . . . . .  a, are types (n~> 1), then aln. . .nan is a sequence. 
(c) If a]n.. .nan is a sequence and a is a type, then atn...ntr,--~tr is a type. 
(ii) Type assignment and derivations are defined by the following natural deduction 
system. 
X:O" 1N' " "nan 
M:al ... M:an M:a (a) 
(hi): M:aln...nan (--d): 2x.M:aln...nan--+a 
X:O' ln .  • .no- n M:aln. . .nan---~ff  N:O' ln . .  "nO'n 
(hE): (---~E): 
x:a i MN:a  
Ca) If  x:al n...nan is the only statement about x on which M:a depends. 
The main properties of that system proved in [7] are: 
- Subject reduction: If  B k M:a and M ---*# N, then B k N:a. 
- Normalizability of typeable terms: If  B k M:a, then M has a normal form. 
- Typeability of all terms in normal form. 
- Closure for fl-equality in the 2I-calculus: if B kM:a  and M=#N, then B kN:a .  
- In the 2I-calculus: B k M:a if and only if M has a normal form. 
It is even possible to prove that, in this system: If  B k M:a, then M is strongly 
normalizable (in fact, this follows from a similar result of [1]; there the BCD-system 
without ~o is studied, which is a supersystem of the CD-system). 
That the system is closed under subject reduction can be illustrated by the following 
'cut and paste' proof: Suppose that B F-(2x.M)N:tr. By (---~E), there is a sequence 
a~n.- .na, such that 
B~- 2x.M:aln...na,--+a and B kN:a ln . . .na , .  
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Since (---*I) should be the last step performed for the first result and (nI) should be 
the last step for the latter, also 
B,x:aln...ntrnkM:tr and Bt-N:tri, for l<~i<~n. 
Then a derivation for B t-M[N/x]:tr can be obtained by replacing, in the derivation 
for B,x:trl n. • .nan ~ M:a, the subderivation {x:trt n. • -ntrn} k x:ai by the derivation for 
B [-N:tri, for every 1 <~i<~n. 
The problem to solve in a proof for closure under r-equality is then that of r -  
expansion: 
if B t- M[N/x]:tr, then B t- (2x.M)N:tr. 
When restricting to M-terms, the term-variable x occurs in M and the term N is a 
subterm of M[N/x], so N is typed in the derivation for B k M[N/x]:a, probably with 
several different ypes al . . . . .  an. In the CD-system a derivation for 
B,x:o" 1 n. • .no" n 1-- M:o" 
can be obtained by replacing, in the derivation for B t-M[N/x]:a, all occurrences of 
N:tri by the derivation for {x:trln...nan} kx:tri. Then, obviously, using (~ I ) ,  (nI), 
and (---~E), the redex can be typed. 
The system is not closed for r-expansion for the full 2K-calculus: when the term- 
variable x does not occur in M, the term N is a not a subterm of M[N/x], and if there 
is no p such that B k N:p, the redex cannot be typed. 
Take, for example, the two lambda terms ((2xy.y)((2z.zz)(2z.zz))) and(2y.y) (no- 
tice that the first term reduces to the second). Then of course F-2y.y:tr---~tr, but it is 
impossible to type the term ((2xy.y.)((2z.zz)(2z.zz))). This can be understood from 
the fact that all typeable terms are normalizable; the subterm ((2z.zz)(2z.zz)) has no 
normal form, so is not typeable. 
For a more intricate example that remains within the set of typeable terms, take the 
two lambda terms (2yz.(2b.z)(yz)) and (2yz.z) (again the first term reduces to the 
second). It is easy to show that 
{z:cr, y:t} k z:~r, 
but it is impossible to give a derivation for (2b.z)(yz):tr from the same basis. This is 
caused by the fact that ((2b.z)(yz)) can only be typed in this system from a basis in 
which the predicate for y is an arrow type scheme. It is for example possible to derive 
{z:tr, y:tr---~'c} k (2b.z)(yz):a. 
Therefore, it is possible to derive 
F- 2yz.(2b.z)(yz):(a---~t)---~cr---~a and ~- 2yz.z:t---~a---~a, 
but not to give a derivation for ,~yz.(2b.z)(yz):t---~a---~tr. 
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From this initial system several others emerged. The best known and most frequently 
quoted is the one presented in [6], but there are two earlier papers [9, 10] that inves- 
tigate interesting systems which can be regarded as in-between those of  [6] and [7]. 
In fact, the system that will be presented in Section 2 is more close to the system of 
[10] than to that of  [6]. 
1.2. The Coppo-Dezani-Venneri  type assignment systems 
In [10] two type assignment systems are presented, that, in approach, are more gen- 
eral than the Coppo-Dezani system: in addition to the type constructors ~ and o, 
they also contain the type constant 09. The first type discipline as presented in [10] (a 
similar system was presented in [35]) is a true extension of the one presented in [7]; 
the second one limits the use of intersection types in bases. By introducing the type 
constant 09 next to the intersection types, a system is obtained that is closed under 
fl-equality for the full ).K-calculus: if M=~N,  where M and N are lambda terms, then 
B ~- M:a  ¢=> B [- N:tr. 
Definition 1.2.1. 
(i) The set of types is inductively defined in [10] by: 
(a) All type-variables tp0, tpl . . . .  are types. 
(b) 09 is a type. 
(c) I f  al . . . . .  a,  are types (n~> 1), then aIn. . .na~ is a sequence. 
(d) I f  a lo . . .nan is a sequence and tr is a type, then alo...ntr~---~a is a type. 
(ii) Every type can be written as al---~...--~an--*a, where trl . . . . .  tr~ are sequences, 
and tr is a type-variable or 09. The type is called tail-proper if a ~ 09. 
(iii) Type assignment and derivations are in [10] defined by: 
[x:G/]...[x:~.] 
M:a (a) 
(---~I): ~.M:z---~a 
(o9): M:09 
M:tr l  . . .  M: f fn  
(nI): 
M:61N.  • .At7 n 
M:61  n" • "nan--+6 
(---~E): MN:a 
N:trl n. • "non 
(a) I f  X'6 1 . . . .  , x:an are all and nothing but the statements about x on which M:tr 
depends, and z is a sequence that at least contains all a l , . . . ,an .  
Notice that 09 is treated as a true type constant; the view of  the strict intersection 
system presented in [1] (see Section 1.4) and that of the essential system presented in 
this paper (see Section 2) is to treat 09 as the empty intersection. 
The changes with respect to the system of  [7] are small, but important. First of  
all, the type constant 09, assignable to all terms, is introduced, which makes all terms 
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having a head normal fo rm typeable; the type to is needed to cover the subterms that 
have no normal form. Also, the (AE) rule of [7] is implicitly present in (--*I). 
The main properties of this system proved in [10] are: 
- I f  B F- M:a and M =#N, then B k N:a. 
- B k M:a  and a is tail-proper, if and only if M has a head normal form. 
- B k M:tr and 09 does not occur in B and a, if and only if M has a normal form. 
That the system is now also closed for fl-expansion, is solved by the introduction 
of the type constant o and the sequences. The type constant o is the universal type, 
i.e. each term can be typed by to. It can be used in the expansion from B ~ M[N/x]:tr 
to B F-(AR.M)N:a to type N if N does not occur in M[N/x], and there is no other 
type p such that B k N:p. I f  N does not occur in M[N/x], x does not occur in M, and 
there is a derivation for B k )lx.M:to~a. Since N is typeable by to, by derivation rule 
(---~E) also B F- (Ar.M)N:a. 
The sequences allow, as in the CD-system, for a term-variable to have different ypes 
within a derivation; they are used for the cases in which N occurs more than once 
in M[N/x], and these occurrences were typed in the derivation for B F- M[N/x]:tr with 
different ypes. (See also Lemma 2.9.) 
Def in i t ion  
(i) The 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
1.2 .2 .  
set of normalized types is inductively defined in [10] by: 
All type-variables tp0, tpl . . . .  are normalized types. 
09 is a normalized sequence. 
I f  o" 1 . . . . .  tr n are normalized types (n~>l) and, for l<~i<<,n, O" i ~ to, then 
trl n . . .ha ,  is a normalized sequence. 
(d) If  a ln . - .na ,  is a normalized sequence and tr is a normalized type, where 
a ~ to, then trio...ntr,--*a is a normalized type. 
On the set of types, the relation ,-, is defined by: 
Ca) tp~tp. 
' ' ..na~ ~ Vl<~i<~n [0"i"~0"~]. (b) aln...naintri+ln...nan,~ o'~n-..OO'i+lno'i . 
(C) tr--*z,,,trt---+z t ~ tr~a t & z~z  t. 
(ii) 
Observe that the only normalized non-tail-proper type is 09. 
A good justification for identification of types through ,,, can be found in the def- 
inition of type-semantics (Definition 1.3.5). Notice that, in fact, normalizing types as 
done here is just the same as treating to as an empty intersection; the set of normal- 
ized types coincides with the set of strict types (see Definition 1.4.1 ), and normalized 
sequences correspond to strict intersection types. 
The second type assignment system presented in [10] is a restricted version of the 
first. Since it limits the possible bases that can be used in a derivation, it is not a 
proper extension of Curry's system: if B t- M:a and the term-variable x does not occur 
in B, then for (ARM) only the type to---~tr can be derived. This system is also used in 
[19]. 
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Definition 1.2.3. Restricted type assignment and restricted derivations are in [10] 
defined by: 
IX:al l"""  IX:an] 
M:a  M:at  . . .  M:an(b) 
(-*I): (a) (nI): 
~x.M:a I n. • .nan---~o" M:al n. • .nan 
M:a l  n" • .nan---~a 
(co): M:m (---~E): M:an 
N:a ln ,  • 'Nan 
(a) I f  a ¢ co and x:al . . . . .  x:an are all and nothing but the statements about x on 
which M:a depends. If n = 0, so in the derivation for M:a there is no premise whose 
subject is x, then aln...nan = co. 
(b) I f  for 1 ~< i ~< n, a i ~ co. 
This notion of type assignment is relevant in the sense of [15]: in the (---~I)-rule, 
only those types actually used in the derivation can be abstracted. This implies that, 
for example, for the lambda term (2ab.a) the type a~z~a cannot be derived. 
It is obvious that B kM:a  in the restricted system implies B kM:a  in the unre- 
stricted one and that the converse does not hold. In both systems, types are not invari- 
ant by q-expansion, since for example k 2x.x:q~cp, but not k 2xy.xy:q~qg. More- 
over, type assignment in the unrestricted system is not invariant under q-reduction: for 
example 
k 2xy .xy : (a~O~anp~z,  but not k 2x.x:(a~z)~anp--~r.  
This is due to the fact that, in the unrestricted system, there is no way to obtain 
x:anp---~v from x:a---~z. In the restricted system, in the (---fl)-rule, only types actually 
used for a term variable can be collected. This means that the statement 2xy.xy:(a---~r) 
---,anp---~ cannot be derived, since the type p is not used for the 
application xy. 
The closure under q-reduction, however, holds for the restricted system; properties 
of this restricted system proved in [10] are: 
- I f  B ~-M:a, then a is a normalized type. 
- I f  B ~- M:a and M ---~, N, then B k N:a. 
1.3. The Barendregt-Coppo-Dezani type assignment system 
The type assignment system presented in [6] by Barendregt et al. is based on the 
first, unrestricted system as presented in [10]. It extended the set of types to 3-n, 
introduced a partial order relation ~< on types, added the type assignment rule (~<), 
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and introduced a more general form of the rules concerning intersection. The rule (~<) 
was mainly introduced to prove completeness of type assignment. 
In this paper, it was shown that the set of types derivable for a lambda term in the 
extended system is a filter, i.e. a set closed under intersection and right-closed for ~<. 
The interpretation of a lambda term by the set of types derivable for it - IIM]]¢ - 
is defined in the standard way and gives a filter 2-model ~n-  The main result of 
that paper is that, using this model, completeness is proved by proving the statement: 
I-n M:tr ¢=~ [[M]] E v(a), where v : 3--n --~ ~n is a simple type interpretation as de- 
fined in [23] (see Definition 1.3.5(ii)). In order to prove the ~-part of this statement 
(completeness), the relation ~< is needed. Other interesting applications of filter 2- 
models can be found in [8, 11, 16, 17]. 
Definition 1.3.1. 
(i) 3-n, the set of types in [6] is inductively defined by: 
(a) All type-variables tp0, rpl . . . .  E~'-n. 
(b) O~E~n. 
(c) If a and ~ E~--n, then a~z  and ant  E~--n. 
(ii) On ~J-n, the type inclusion relation ~< is inductively defined by: 
(a) a~<tr. 
(b) a~<og. 
(c) o~ ~< ~--,~. 
(d) anz~<a, ~rnT~T. 
(e) (tr--+z)n(tr--~p)<~ tr-~znp. 
(f) a<~z<~p ~ a<.p. 
(g) a~z & a<~p =~ tr<~znp. 
(h) p<~a & z<~# ~ tr--*z<~p--,tz. 
(iii) tr,~z ~ a~<z~<tr. 
3"n may be considered modulo ,-~. Then ~< becomes a partial order. 
Notice that, because of part (i(c)), n is now also a general type constructor. This is 
in harmony with the fact that also a~ is treated as a 'normal' type constant, but is not 
motivated by the type system itself. The decision to treat n in this way stems from 
a, in the eyes of this author, wrong line of thought. In order to solve the problem 
of completeness of type assignment, first the set of types is expanded, where the 
introduction of a relation on normalized types with contra-variance in the arrow would 
have done the trick. The goal of this paper is to show that, had the authors restricted 
themselves to the normalized types of [10] (Definition 1.2.2) and introduced of [6] a 
relation ~< on those types (essentially composed of parts (a), (b), (d), (e), (f), (g) 
and (h), they would have obtained a system with the same expressiveness a  that one 
they defined. That system would then have been identical to the essential system as 
presented in this paper (Section 2). 
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Definition 1.3.2. 
(i) Type assignment and derivations are in [6] defined by the following natural 
deduction system. 
[x:~] 
(--~E): M:a--*z N:a (___q): M:r (a) 
MN:z 2x.M:a---*z 
M:anT M:anz M:a M:z 
(~E): (nI): 
M:a M:z M:anz 
M:z a~<z 
(a0: M:o) ( ~< ): M:z 
(") If x:a is the only statement about x on which M:z depends. 
(ii) B kn M:a means that M:a is derivable from a basis B using these rules. 
An advantage of the presentation i [6] is, clearly, a very easy type definition and 
easy understandable d rivation rules. But this advantage is superficial, since all diffi- 
culties now show up while proving theorems; especially the complexity of ~< and ,-~ 
causes confusion. 
For this notion of type assignment, he following properties hold: 
Lemma 1.3.3. 
(i) B I-n MN:a ¢=~ 3 ~ [B F-n M:T---+a & B I-n N:z]. 
(ii) BI-n 2xdl4:a ¢=~ 3p, p [a = p---+p & B,x:pknM:#].  
(iii) Bknx:a  ~ 3p [x:pEB & p<~a]. 
In the BCD-system, there are several ways to deduce a desired result, due to the 
presence of the derivation rules (nI), (nE) and (~<), that allow superfluous teps in 
derivations. In the CDV-systems, these rules are not present and there is a one-one 
relationship between terms and skeletons of derivations. In other words: those systems 
are syntax directed. The BCD-system has the same expressive power as the previous 
unrestricted CDV-system: all solvable terms have types other than w, and a term has 
a normal form if and only if it has a type without og-occurrences. 
The main result of [6] is the proof for completeness of type assignment. The con- 
struction of a filter 2-model and the definition of a map from types to elements of this 
model (a simple type interpretation) make that proof possible: if the interpretation 
of the term M is an element of the interpretation of the type a, then M is typeable 
with a. 
Filters and the filter ).-model ~n are defined by: 
Definition 1.3.4. 
(i) A filter is a subset d C ~--n such that: 
(a) o~ed. 
(b) a, zEd =~ anzEd. 
(c) a>~zEd ~ aEd. 
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(ii) ~n = {d id  is a filter}. 
(iii) For dl ,d2E~-n define dl .d2 = {rE3-n I 3aEd2 [a---*~Edl]}. 
Notice that, because of part (i(a)), a filter is never empty. 
The following properties are proved in [6]: 
- VMEA as  [B~-nM:a]}E~n]. 
- Let ~ be a valuation of term-variables in ~-n and Be = {x:al a e ~(x)}. For MEA 
define ITM]]¢ = {a I B¢ ~-n M:a}. Using the definition of Hindley and Longo [24] it 
is shown that (~n,  ", II ]]) is a 2-model. 
In constructing a complete system, the semantics of types plays a crucial role. As 
in [17, 29], and essentially following [22], a distinction can be made between several 
notions of type interpretations and semantic satisfiability. There are, roughly, three no- 
tions of type semantics that differ in the meaning of an arrow type scheme: inference 
type interpretations, simple type interpretations and F type interpretations. These dif- 
ferent notions of type interpretations induce of course different notions of semantic 
satisfiability. 
Def in i t ion 1.3.5. 
(i) Let (~ , . ,  e) be a continuous 2-model, and ~(~)  = {X I X C_ ~}. A mapping 
v : 3-n ~ ga(~) = {X I X C_ ~} is a type interpretation if and only if: 
(a) {e.d l VeEv(a) [d.eEv(z)]} C_ v(a~z). 
(b) v(tr~z) C_ {d I VeEr(a) [d.eEv(z)]}. 
(c) v(anr) = v(a)nv(z). 
(ii) Following [23], a type interpretation is simple if also: 
v( ( r~)  = {d I Veev(cr) [d.eEv(T)]}. 
(iii) A type interpretation is called an F type interpretation if it satisfies: 
v(a-*z) = {e.d l VeEv(a) [d.eEv(z)]}. 
Notice that, in part (ii), the containment relation C_ of part (i(b)) is replaced by 
=, and that in part (iii) the same is done with regard to part (i(a)). 
These notions of type interpretation lead, naturally, to the following definitions for 
semantic satisfiability (called inference-, simple- and F-semantics, respectively). 
Defini t ion 1.3.6. 
(i) Let ~ '  = (~, . ,  IT ]]) be a A-model and ~ a valuation of term-variables in ~. 
Then IIM]]ff E ~ is the interpretation f M in ~g via ~. 
(ii) Define ~ by (where ~t' is a 2-model, ~ a valuation and v a type interpretation): 
(a) J¢, 4, v ~ M:a ¢=~ [IM]]~ E v(a). 
(b) ~¢,~,v ~ B ¢=~ J l ,~,v ~x:a for every x:aEB. 
(c) (1) B~ M:a ¢=~ V./g,~,v [J l ,~,v~ B =~ ./g,~,v~ M:a]. 
(2) B ~ s M:a ¢=~ VJt',~, simple type interpretations v 
[Jg,~,v~ B ~ dl ,~,v~ M:a]. 
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(3) B ~F M:a ¢=~ V Jg,~, F type interpretations v 
[~/ ,~,v~ B =¢~ Jg ,~,v~ M:G]. 
Since no confusion is possible, the superscript on [l ]] is omitted. 
The main result of [6] is obtained by proving: 
Property 1.3.7. 
- Soundness. B F-n M:tr :=~ B ~s M:tr. 
- Completeness. B ~s M:a ~ B F-n M:a. 
The proof of completeness is obtained in a way very similar to that of Theorem 4.3.6. 
The results of [6] in fact show that type assignment in the BCD-system is complete with 
respect o simple type semantics; this in contrast o strict type assignment (presented 
in [1], see also the next subsection), that is complete with respect o the inference 
semantics. 
1.4. The strict type assignment system 
The strict type assignment system as defined in [1] is a restriction of the system 
of [6]; it is a type assignment system in which the relation ~< and the derivation 
rule (~<) are no longer present. The elimination of ~< induces a set of strict types, 
that is actually the set of normalized tail-proper types of [10]. Moreover, there the 
relation ~< s on strict types is presented, that is more restricted than just the relation ~< 
restricted to strict types. Instead, it is the relation generated by interpreting the type- 
constructor n as intersection on sets; in particular, ~< s is not defined over --*-types, so 
part (ii(h)) of Definition 1.3.1 is missing. The derivation rules used are similar to those 
of the unrestricted system in [10]. This implies that, formally, the strict system is a 
system in between the two presented in [10]; a significant difference with the restricted 
system of [10] is that type assignment in the strict system is not relevant in the sense 
of [15]. 
Although the rather strong restrictions imposed, the provable results for the strict 
system are very close to those for the system of [6]. For example, the sets of normal- 
izable terms and those having a normal form can be equally elegantly characterized. 
The main difference between the two systems is that the strict system is not closed for 
r/-reduction, whereas the BCD-system is. 
The strict system gives rise to a strict filter 2-model ~s ,  that satisfies all major 
properties of the filter 2-model ~n as presented in [6], but is an essentially different 
2-model, equivalent to Engeler's model ~A [18]. In [1] it was shown that soundness for 
the notion of type assignment of [6] is lost if instead of simple type semantics, the infer- 
ence type semantics i  used. Take, for example, the statement 2x.x:(a---+a)---+(anr)--+a: 
this statement is derivable in the system kn,  but it is not valid in ~s .  With the 
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use of the inference type semantics, in [1] soundness and completeness for strict type 
assignment was proved, without having the necessity of introducing ~< ; this was done 
using ~-s. 
The set of types assignable to a term M in the strict system is significantly smaller 
than the set of types assignable to M in the BCD-system. In particular, the problem 
of type checking for the strict system is, because of the smaller equivalence classes, 
less complicated than for the BCD-system. 
Strict types are the types that are strictly needed to assign a type to a term in the 
BCD-system. In the set of strict types, intersection type schemes and the type constant 
09 play a limited role. Perhaps the most important change from the systems presented 
before is that the type constant o is no longer treated as an arbitrary type that can be 
handled in any way. Instead, to is taken to be the empty intersection: if n = 0, then 
a ln . - .na~- to ,  so to does not occur in an intersection subtype. Moreover, intersection 
type schemes (so also o9) occur in strict types only as subtypes at the left-hand side 
of an arrow type scheme, as in the types of [7, 9, 10]. 
Definition 
(i) ,~s, 
defined by 
(a) 
(b) 
(ii) On 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(iii) On 
(a) 
(b) 
1.4.1. 
the set of str ict  types, and 3-s, the set of str ict  intersect ion types, are 
mutual induction by: 
All type-variables ~o0, tpl . . . .  E3-s, and if rE3-s and aE~-'s, then a---~zE 
If  trl . . . . .  anE3-s (n~>0), then tr ln. . -na, E~-s. 
~Js, the relation ~< s is defined by: 
Vl<<.i<~n (n>~l) [O'lO'" NO'n~SO'i]. 
Vl<~i~n (n>~O) [tr~<sai] =¢, O'~so'lfl...fqo" n. 
a<~sz<~sp ~ a<~sp. 
J-s, the relation ~s is defined by: 
tr<~sz<~sa ~ tr ,~s z. 
tr "~s P & z ~s  l t =~ a--*z ~s  P--+it. 
Notice that ~-s is a proper subset of 3-s, and that the second part of (i(a)) can also 
be formulated as: If  a, al . . . . .  an E 3-s (n > 0), then t r ln . . .hanna  E 9-s. Moreover, a "~s 
p if and only if a can be obtained from p by premuting components of an intersection 
subtype, e.g. in anp- -~z "~s pna-~z .  
The definition of "~s as in [1] did not contain part (iii(b)), but was defined by: 
a~<sz~<sa ¢=~ tr "s  r. As was remarked by Professor G. Plotkin of the University 
of Edinburgh, Scotland (private communication), defining the equivalence relation on 
types in that way causes an anomaly in the definition of type-interpretation. I  par- 
ticular, the types trnp---~z and pntr---~z would be incomparable, which implies that the 
interpretation of an arrow type a---.z is no longer a map from the interpretation of a 
onto the interpretation of z. 
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Definition 1.4.2. 
(i) Strict type assionment and strict derivations are defined by the following natural 
deduction system (where all types displayed are strict, except for a in the rule (---~I)): 
M:O- ln . . .no -n - - - -~o-  N : t r  I . . .  N : t r  n 
(---~E): MN :tr (n >~ O) 
[x:a] 
M:t (a) (hE) • 
(--I): 2x.M:a~'r 
X:O" 1 N '  • -NO" n (b) 
X:G i 
(") If x:tr is the only statement about x on which M:t depends. 
(b) n>~2,1<~i<<.n. 
(ii) B t-sM:a is used for: M:a is derivable from B using a strict derivation, and 
F-s is defined by: B~-sM:tr if and only if there are trl . . . . .  tr, (n~>O) such that a~ 
aln...ntrn, and for every 1 <~i<~n, B ~-sM:ai. 
Notice that the derivation rule (nE) is only performed on variables and that the 
derivation rules (co) and (hi) of the BCD-system are implicitly present in the derivation 
rule (--*E). Moreover, a derivation in the t-s system with conclusion M:o9 cannot be 
composed with any other derivation. The derivation rule (hE) could be replaced by a 
rule for (~< s), in the spirit of the rule (~<) of the BCD-system, but allowed only for 
term-variables. Also, the derivation rules (---q) and (hE) together correspond to the 
derivation rule (---~I) of the unrestricted CDV-system (Definition 1.2.1). 
The strict filter ).-model ~s  is defined in a way very similar to o~n defined in [6], 
by defining filters of types and a map from terms to filters. 
Definition 1.4.3. 
(i) A subset d of ~--s is called a strict filter if and only if: 
(a) tq , . . . ,a ,  Ed (n~O) ~ 0"In'' .na, Ed. 
(b) ted  & t<<,sa ~ ned .  
(ii) If V C_ 3-s, then TsV is the smallest strict filter that contains V, and Tsa = 
(iii) ~s  = {d C_ J-s] d is a strict filter). Application on ~s  is defined by: 
d.e  = Ts{v I 3crEe[~r~TEd]}. 
Notice that if types are not considered modulo "~s, then part (i(b)) should also 
contain: z E d & z "s  a ~ a E d. Notice also that every strict filter contains co. 
The filter A-models ~-s and ~n are not isomorphic as complete lattices, since, for 
example, in ~n the filter T(ant)---~tr is contained in Ta---~a, but in ~s  the strict filter 
Ts(ant)---~a is not contained in Tsa---*a. Moreover, they are not isomorphic as 2-models 
since in ~n the meaning of (2xy.xy) is contained in the meaning of (2x.x), while 
this does not hold in ~s .  Another difference is that, while the analogue of G in ~-n 
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chooses the minimal representative of functions, this is not the case in ~-s. Moreover, 
it is straightforward to show that ~-s is equivalent to Engeler's model ~A. 
The main results of [1] are: 
- Soundness and completeness of type assignment with respect o inference type se- 
mantics. 
- I fB  F-n M:a then there are B~,tr~E ~d- s such that B' ~-sM:tr ~, a~<a and B<<.B'. 
- Conservativity. Let B, tr E ~'-s- I f  B t-n M:tr, then B t-s M:tr. 
- In the BCD-system without to, restricted to the 2I-calculus: B ~s M:tr ¢=~ B t-n M:a. 
- In the BCD-system without to: {M [ M is typeable by means of the derivation rules 
(hi), (hE), (4 I )  and (~E)}  = {MIM is strongly normalizable}. 
2. The essential intersection type assigmnent system 
In this section the essential type assignment system is presented, a restricted version 
of the system presented in [6], together with some of its properties. The major feature 
of this restricted system is, compared to the BCD-system, a restricted version of the 
derivation rules and the use of strict types. It also forms a slight extension of the 
strict type assignment system that was presented in [1] (see Section 1.4); the main 
difference is that the strict system is not closed for ~/-reduction, whereas the essential 
system presented here is. 
Recall Definition 1.4.1. The relation ~<E on Ys, to be defined below, is a natural 
extension of the relation ~< s, that was only defined for intersection types. Notice that, 
in the definition of ~< E, the arrow type constructor is contra-variant in its left-hand 
argument. 
Definition 2.1. 
(i) The relation ~<E is defined on ~s  like ~s,  by adding the last alternative. 
(a) Vl ~i~n (n~l )  [t~ln..-ntrn~EOi]. 
(b) Vl~i~n (n~O) [O'~EtTi] ::~ tT~Ealn.-.nt~n. 
(C) O'~E't '~Ep ~ O'~Ep. 
(d) p~E O" & "C~E]./ ~ tT---~Z~Ep---~l.l. 
(ii) On ~'s, the relation '~E is defined by: tr~EZ ¢=~ O'~EZ~EO'. 
(iii) B<~EB ~ if and only if for every x:tr~EB ~ there is an x:aEB such that a~<Et7', 
and B,~E B! ,¢:::F B ~ E B' ~ E B. 
Also the relations ~<, -~, and ~< s are extended to bases. 
Notice that ~<E is exactly the relation ~< restricted to 3-s (see also Property 4.1.2), 
so if tZ~ET, then t~z ,  and that ~s is a true subrelation of "~E, since, for example, 
(a~z)n(anp~z) , -~Ea~Z,  but this does not hold in "~s. Moreover, 3rs may be con- 
sidered modulo "~E; then ~<E becomes a partial order, and from now on in this paper 
types are considered modulo ~E. 
Unless stated otherwise, if a type is written as aln-. .nan, then all al . . . . .  trn are 
assumed to be strict. Remember that to is defined to be the emtpy intersection. 
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Definition 2.2. I f  B1 . . . . .  Bn are bases, then II{B1 . . . . .  B~} is the basis defined as fol- 
lows: X:aln...nam EII{B1 . . . . .  B~} if and only if {x:al . . . . .  X:am} is the set of all state- 
ments about x that occur in B~ U . . .  UB~. 
Often BU {x:a} (or B,x:a) will be written for the basis l-l{B,{x:a}}, when x does 
not occur in B. 
For the relation ~<E, the following properties hold: 
Lemma 2.3. 
(i) a~<sz ~ a~<EZ. 
(ii) ~O~<Ea ¢=~ a--CO. So {a [ a-~E¢O} = {~0}. 
(iii) CO~<Za ¢=~ a--CO. So {a I a-~ECO} = {CO}. 
(iv) a-~<Ep~J-s  ¢=~ 3~EJ-s, flE3-s [p--~--,fl & ~<Ea & T~<Efl]. 
(v) a ln . . .na~ ~<ErEg-s ~ 3 1 <~i<~n[ai ~<Er]. 
(vi) a~<ET ~ 3a l  . . . . .  a~,rl . . . . .  rm[a = a ln . . .na~ & ~ = z ln - . .nr~ & 
Vl <<.j <~ m3 1 <~ i <<. n[ai ~ EZj]]. 
Proof. Easy. [] 
The essential type assignment system is constructed from the set of strict types and 
an extension of  the derivation rules as in Definition 1.4.2. In this way, a syntax directed 
system is obtained, that satisfies the main properties of  the BCD-system. 
Definition 2.4. 
(i) Essent&l type assignment and essential derivations are defined by the following 
natural deduction system (where all types displayed are strict, except a in the rules 
(--+I) and (~<E)): 
M:alN. .  'NO'n'---->'/7 N:al  . . .  N :an  
(---+E): MN:z (n >>. O) 
Ix:a] 
M:z (a) (~E): X:O" O'~Er 
(--q): 2x.M:a--~z x:r 
(a) I f  x:a is the only statement about x on which M:z depends. 
B ~-e M:a is defined as: M:a  is derivable from B using an essential derivation. 
(ii) Define k-E by: BF-EM:a if and only if: there are al . . . . .  an (n~>0) such that 
a - -a ln . . .nan  and B F-eM:cri, for every 1 <~i<~n. 
Notice that the difference between the strict system and the essential one lies only 
in the derivation rule for term variables. Instead of a rule (hE), that is in fact defined 
using the relation ~< s, the essential system contains a similar rule using ~< E. 
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The introduction of two different notions of derivability seems omewhat superfluous. 
In fact, the 'real' notion of type assignment is that defined as be; the symbol b E is 
mainly introduced for convenience, as an abbreviation. 
For these notions of type assignment, he following properties hold: 
temllla 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
2.5. 
BbEX:a ¢=~ 3pE~-'s [x:pEB & p~<EO']. 
BbeMN:a ¢=~ 3zE3-s [B beM:z'--*a & BFEN:Z]. 
Bbe).x.M:a ~ 3pEJ 's ,  #EJ 's  [a = p--~# & B,x:pbeM:p]. 
BbeM:a ¢=~ BbEM:a & aE~'-s. 
BbEM:a ¢=~ 3al . . . . .  an [a= aln...nan & Vl<-..i<...n[BbeM:ai]]. 
B b E M:a ¢=> {x:zEBIxEFV(M)} bE M:a. 
B bE M:a & B' <<.EB ~ B' bE M:a. 
Proof. Easy. [] 
Although the rule (~E)  is defined only for term-variables, bE is closed for ~E. 
Lemma 2.6. I f  B bE M:a and a<<.EZ, then B bE M:Z, so the followin9 is an admissible 
rule in bE: 
M:a a<-..EZ 
(~E):  M:z 
Proof. By induction on b E. 
(i) a = ~o. Then, by Lemma 2.3(iii), ~ = o9. Obviously, B ~'E M:z- 
(ii) a = aln.-.nan. By Lemma 2.5(v), for every 1 <~i<~n, B FeM:ai. By Lemma 
2.3(iv), there are ~1 . . . . .  z,,EY-s such that z = zln.-.nz,, and, for every 
l<~j<~m, there is a l<~i<~n such that ai<~ETj. By induction, for every 
1 <<.j<~m, B beM:zj. But then, by Lemma 2.5(v), B bEM:Z. 
(iii) aE.Y's. This part is proven by induction on M. 
(a) M-x .  Then B<'-.E{X:a}<--.E{X:T}, SO, by Lemma 2.5(i), B bEx:z. 
(b) M=2x214'. Then, by Lemma 2.5(iii), there are pEg-s, #EJ-s such that 
a = p~t  and B,x:p be M':#. By Lemmas 2.3(vi) and 2.3(iv) there are 
Pl . . . . .  pn, lal . . . . .  /an such that T = (pl--*/~l)n..-n (pn~pn), and for 1 <~i~n, 
pi<<.Ep and P~<E/~i. By Lemma 2.5(vii), for l<~i<<.n, B,x:pi beM':#, and 
by induction B,x:pi beM':lai. So, by Lemma 2.5(iii), for every 1 <~i<~n, 
B be 2xdl4':pi---~l.ti, so, to conclude, by Lemma 2.5(v), B bE 2xA/':z. 
(c) M=MlM2. Then, by Lemma 2.5(ii), there is a / tE J s  such that B bEM2:# 
and BbeMl:la~a. Since a-..<EZ, also /a~a~<E/~---~z and, by induction, 
B beMl:la---~z. Then, by Lemma 2.5(ii), BbEM1M2:z. 
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Now it is easy to prove that type assignment in this system is closed under t/- 
reduction. The proof for this result is split in two parts, Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.8. 
The lemma is also used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, Theorem 3.2.5, and Theo- 
rem 6.2.15. 
Lemma 2.7. B,x:a Fe Mx:t & x¢ FV(M)  :=> B ~-~ M:a---~z. 
Proof. B,x:a Fe Mx:t & x ~ FV(M) 
3# [B,x:a FeM:p--*z & B,x:a F-EX:p] 
3 # [B F-e M:p--*z & a <~ E//] ::¢" 
3 It [B Fc M:p--~z & #-~z ~< EO'--~'C] :=~ 
B Fe M:a---*t. [] 
(2.5(ii)) 
(2.5(i), x not in M) 
(2.1) 
(2.6) 
Theorem 2.8. I f  B FE M:a and M ---~ N, then B I- E N:a. 
Proof. Only the part a E ~--s is shown. The proof is completed by induction on the 
definition of --~n, of which only the part 2x,~/x ---~ M is shown, where x does not 
occur free in M. The other parts are dealt with by straightforward induction. Then: 
BFeJ.x.Mx:a =¢, (2.5(iii)) 3p, l~ [a = p---~kt & B,x:pFeMx:#] ~ (2.7) BFeM:a. 
[] 
For example, 0 I--E Zxy.xy:(a--*z)--+anp--*z and 0 FE )`x.x:(a--~Q--*anp--~z are both 
easy to derive. 
As in [1,6,9], it is possible to prove that the essential type assignment system is 
closed under =p. In the last paper, this result was obtained by a 'Cut and Paste'-proof 
(see Section 1.1 ). In the former two papers, this result was obtained by building a filter 
).-model as sketched in Section 1.3; from the fact that every M is interpreted by the 
set of its assignable types, and that set is a filter, the result is then immediate (see 
also Corollary 4.3.5). In this paper the result will first be obtained directly, without 
constructing a filter model; in this way the precise behaviour of the type constructor n 
and the type constant 09 can be made apparent. 
First, a substitution lemma is proved. Notice that, unlike for many other notions 
of type assignment (Curry's system, the CD-system, the polymorphic type discipline 
[20]), the implication holds in both directions. 
Lemma 2.9. 3p [B,x:p [-E M:a & B I" E N:p] ¢=~ B F~ M[N/x]:a. 
Proof. By induction on M. Only the case a E J-s is considered, of which only the 
non-trivial parts are shown. 
(i) M=x.  
(3 )  3p [B,x:p~-ex:a & BFEN:p] 
3p [p<~Ea & B~EN:p] 
(2.5(i)) 
(2.5(iv)&2.6) 
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m 
B F-c x[N/x]:a. 
M=--y¢x.  
(~)  B ~-e y[N/x]:tr ~ B ~-e y:a & B F-E N:og. 
M--2yJl4'. By Lemma 2.5(iii) and induction. 
M =_M1M2. 
( ~ ) B F-e M1M2[N/x]:tr 
3pl,p2,z [B,x:pi ~-eMl:Z---~a & Bf-EN:pl & 
B,x:p2 t-EM2:z & Bt-E N:p2] 
3p [B,x:p f-e M1M2:tr & B t-E N:p]. [] 
(2.5(ii)&IH) 
(p = plnp2 & 2.5(v)&2.5(vii)) 
Theorem 2.10. M=~N ~ (B I-EM:tr ~ B F-EN:tr), so the followin9 rule is an 
admissible rule in F-E: 
M:a M =#N ( =~ ): 
N:• 
Proof. By induction on the definition of =/~. The only part that needs attention is 
that of a redex, B F-E (2x.M)N:a ¢=> B f-EM[N/x]:a, where aEJ-s; all other cases 
follow by straightforward induction. To conclude, notice that, if B t-E (2x.M)N:tr, then, 
by Lemma 2.5(ii)&(iii), 3p [B,x:p F-E M:tr & B F-E N:p]. The result follows then by 
applying Lemma 2.9. 
3. Approximation and normalization results 
In [34] an approximation theorem is proved that formulates the relation between the 
types assignable to a term and those assignable to its approximants, as defined in [37] 
(see Definition 3.1.1 below). 
Property 3.1. B t-n M:tr if and only if there exists A E d (M)  such that B t-n A:a. 
In this section, an 'essential' variant of this property will be proved; for every M,B 
and tr such that B [-E M:tr, there is an A Ez~I(M) such that B t-E A:tr. In [34] this result 
is obtained through a normalization of derivations, where all (--~I)-(--~E) pairs, that 
derive a type for a redex (2x.M)N, are replaced by one for its reduct M[N/x], and all 
pairs of (nI ) - (nE)  are eliminated. (This technique is also used in [9, 6]. It requires a 
rather difficult notion of length of a derivation to show that this process terminates.) 
In this paper, this result will be proved using the computability technique, following 
Tait [36], as was done in [11, 17]. 
With this result, it can be shown that the BCD-system is conservative over the 
essential system (Theorem 4.1.5), and prove that the set of all terms having a (head) 
normal form are typeable in t-e (with a type without ~o-occurrences) (Theorem 3.3.2). 
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3.1. Approximate normal forms 
The notion of approximant was first presented by Wadsworth [37] and is defined 
using the notion of terms in 23_-normal form (like in [5], _1_ is used, instead of ~2; 
also, the symbol ~ff is used as a relation on A_l_-terms, inspired by a similar relation 
defined on B6hm-trees in [5]). 
Definition 3.1.1. 
(i) The set of A±-terms is defined as the set A of lambda terms, extended by: 
±EA±.  
(ii) The notion of reduction ---~/~± is defined as --*/~, extended by: 
(iii) 
set JV 
by: 
(a) 2x.± ~t~± J_. 
(b) ±M ~,± _1_. 
The set of normal forms for elements of A± with respect o ---~± is the 
of 2±-normal forms or approximate normal forms and is inductively defined 
(a) ,±EA r. 
(b) I fAEJ I  r, A ¢ _1_, then Lr.A E,Ar. 
(c) If A1 . . . . .  AnE~Ar (n~>0), then xAI °" °AnEXo 
The rules of the essential system are generalized to terms containing I by allowing 
for the terms to be elements of A±. This implies that, because ssential type assignment 
is almost syntax directed, if _1_ occurs in a term M and B F-E M:a, then either a = 09, 
or in the derivation for M:a, 3_ appears in the right hand subterm of an application on 
which the rule (~E)  is used with n = 0. Moreover, the terms L,c..l. and ±Mr ...Mn 
are typeable by 09 only. 
Definition 3.1.2. 
(i) The relation ~ C_ (A±) 2 is defined by: 
(a) _1_ ~M.  
(b) x •x. 
(c) m~ m'  ~ 2x.M ff~ 2x.M'. 
(d) M1 ~M( & M2 ff~M~ ~ MtM2 ff~M(M~. 
For A E Jv', M E A, if A ff~ M, then A is a direct approximant of M. 
(ii) The relation C C A/" × A is defined by: A C M ~:~ 3M'=~M[A~M']. If 
A _ M, then A is an approximant of M. 
(iii) ~¢(M) = {A E ,/V" I A L- M}. 
The following properties of approximants hold: 
Lemma 3.1.3. 
(i) I f  AE~(xMl  ...Mn) and A'E~C(N), then AA'E~(xMI.. .MnN). 
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(ii) / fA  E ~¢(Mz) and z q[ FV(M), then either: 
(a) A-A'z,  z q[ FV(A), and AtE~(M) ,  or 
(b) 2z,4 E ~¢(M). 
(iii) B ~-E M:a & M~M' ~ B F-E M':a. 
Proof. Easy. [] 
3.2. Approximation result 
In this subsection, the approximation theorem will be proved. For reasons of read- 
ability, in this subsection ~1E~C(M) [B F-EA:tr] will be abbreviated by ~¢pp(B,M,a). 
Lemma 3.2.1. 
(i) dpp(B, xM1...M,,a-~z) & ~lpp(B',N,a) =~ Jztpp(H{B,B'},xM1...M,N, z). 
(ii) ~¢pp(BU {z:a},Mz, ) & z f[ FV(M) & zE3-s =~ ~pp(B,M,a--~z). 
(iii) ~pp (B, C[M[N/x]], tr) ::~ ~¢pp (B, C[().x.M)N], a). 
Proo£ 
(i) AE~c~t(xM1...Mn) & B F-E A:tr---~z & AtE~t(N) & B }-E At:z 
(3.1.3(1)&2.5(ii)) 
AA I E d(xM1.. At, N) & H{B,B ~} bE AA':z. 
(ii) AEd(Mz)  & B,z:a F-EA:Z & z q[ FV(M) =~ (3.1.3(ii)) 
(a) A--A'z & z ~FV(A t) & A'E~C(M) & B,z:trF-eA'z:z ~ (2.7) 
A~Ed(M)  & B F-cAt:a--*z. 
(b) 2zAE~C(M) & B,z:aF-eA:z ~ 2z.AE~C'(M) & BF-e~.4:a---*z. 
(iii) Since M=#M' implies d (M)  = ~¢(M'). [] 
In order to prove that for each term typeable in bE an approximant with the same 
type can be found, a notion of computability is introduced. 
Definition 3.2.2. Comp(B,M,p) is inductively defined by: 
(i) Comp (B,M, ~p) ¢=~ B ~-E M:q9 & ~pp (B,M, ~p). 
(ii) Comp(B,M, tr---~z) ¢=~ (Comp(B',N,a) ~ Comp(H{B,B'},MN, z) ). 
(iii) Comp(B,M, aln...ntrn) ¢=~ V l <<,i<<.n [Comp(B,M, tri)]. 
Notice that Comp(B,M, tn) holds as special case of part (iii). 
Lemma3.2.3. Take tr and z such that a<~EZ. Then Comp(B,M,a) 
Comp (B, M, z). 
Proof. By straightforward induction on the definition of ~<E. [] 
Lemma 3.2.4. Comp (B, C[M[N/x]], a) ~ Comp (B, C[(2xA/)N], tr). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of types. The case that ~ is a type-variable follows 
from Theorem 2.10 and Lemma 3.2.1(iii). [] 
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Theorem 3.2.5. 
(i) B [-E XMI...Mn:p & ~¢pp(B, xM1...M,,p) ~ Comp(B, xMl...Mn, p). 
(ii) Comp(B,M,p) ~ B F-EM:p & ~/pp(B,M,p). 
Proof. 
is when p = a---~'r; the other cases are dealt with by induction. 
(i) B t-E XM1...Mn:tr---~z & ~¢pp(B, xMl...Mn, a--~z) =:~ 
( Comp(B',N, tr) ~ B F-E XM1...Mn:a--~z & B' ~-E N:a & 
J:gpp(B, xM1...Mn, a--~z) & ~pp(B' ,N,a) )  :=~ 
(ii) 
Simultaneously b induction on the structure of types. The only interesting case 
(IH(ii)) 
(Comp(B',N,a) ~ H{B,B'} t-EXMI...MnN:z & 
~pp (H{B, B'},xMI...M,,N, z)) 
( Comp ( B',N, tr ) ~ Comp ( H { B,B' },xM1.  .M,N, z ) ) 
Comp ( B, xM1. . .M,, tr---~z ).
Comp(B,M,a---~z) & z ~ FV(M) =~ 
Comp(B,M, tr---~z) & Comp({z:a},z,a) & z ~ FV(M) =~ 
Comp(B U {z:a},Mz, z) & z ~ FV(M) =¢, 
(2.5(ii)&3.2.1 (i)) 
(IH(i)) 
(3.2.2(ii)) 
(IH(i)) 
(3.2.2(ii)) 
(IH(ii)) 
B U {z:a} F-E Mz:z & ~¢pp (B U {z:cr),Mz, a) & z f[ FV(M) :::> (2.7&3.2.1(ii)) 
BF-EM:a---~z & dpp(B,M,a---~z). [] 
Notice that, by part (i), in particular Comp({x:a},x,a), for all x,a. 
Theorem3.2.6. / f  B = {x1:#1 .. . . .  x,:#,}, BF-EM:a, and, for every l<.i<.n, 
Comp(Bi,Ni, #i), then Comp (H{B1 .. . . .  Bn},M[N1/xl . . . . .  Nn/xn], a). 
Proofl By induction on the structure of types, of which only the part a E J-s is pre- 
sented. This is shown by induction on the structure of derivations. 
(---~I) Then M--2y.M', a = p---~z, and B,y:p F-E Mt:z. 
B = {Xl:#t,...,x,:#,} & V1 <~.i<~.n[Comp(Bi,Ni,#i)] & 
B, y:p ~-E M':z ~ (IH) 
(Comp(B',N,p) 
Comp (II{B1 .. . . .  B,,, B'}, M'[N1/Xl . . . . .  N,,/Xn, N/y], t)) ~ (3.2.4) 
(Comp(B',N,p) 
Comp(Fl{Bl . . . . .  Bn,B'},(2y.M'[N1/Xl . . . . .  Nn/X,,])N,z)) ~ (3.2.2(ii)) 
Comp ( II { B1 . . . . .  Bn }, ( 2 y.M')[N1 Ix1 . . . . .  Nn/xn] , p--+z). 
(---~E) Then M=-MIMz, B F-E M1:p---+a, and B F-E M2:p. 
B = {xl:#l . . . . .  xn:#n} & Vl<~i<~n [Comp(Bi,Ni,#i)] &
B F-E M1:p---~a & B kE M2:p ::> (IH) 
Comp (H{Bl . . . . .  B, }, M1 [N1 Ix1 . . . . .  N,/x,], p---~a) & 
Comp (H{B1 .. . . .  B,}, M2[N1 Ix1 .. . . .  N,/x,], p) ~ (3.2.2(ii)) 
Comp ( II { B1 . . . . .  B, }, ( M1M2 )[N1 Ix1 . . . . .  N,/xn ], a ). 
(~<E) By Lemma 3.2.3. [] 
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As for the BCD-system and the strict system, the relation between types assignable 
to a lambda term and those assignable to its approximants can be formulated as 
follows: 
Theorem 3.2.7. B F-E M:tr ¢=~ ~,IE~g(M) [BF-EA:a]. 
Proof. 
(=~) B ~-eM:tr => (3.2.6) Comp(B,M, tr) =~ (3.2.5(ii)) 
3A E ~¢(M) [B I-E A:tr]. 
(¢=) If  B F-E A:a, then by the remark made after Definition 3.1.1, _1_ appears only in 
subterms that are typed by co. Since A E ~¢(M), there is an M ~ such that M ~ =# 
M and A~M'.  Then, by Lemma 3.1.3(iii), B ~-EM':tr and, by Theorem 2.10, 
also B }-E M:tr. 
3.3. Normalization results 
To prepare the characterization f terms by their assignable types, first is proved that 
a term in 2&z-normal form is typeable without co, if and only if it does not contain &Z. 
This forms the basis for the result that all normalizable terms are typeable without 09. 
Lemma 3.3.1. 
(i) I f  B t-EA:tr and B,a are co-free, then A is &z-free. 
(ii) I f  A is &z-free, then there are co-free B and tr, such that B ~-eA:a. 
Proof. By induction on A. 
(i) As before, only the part trE ~J-s is shown; only the part A=--xAI ...An is of 
interest. Then, by Lemma 2.5(i) and (ii), there are trl . . . . .  tr,,tl . . . . .  in, t, such 
that x:tl---~...---~tn---}tEB, for every l <~i<<.n, Bl-EAi:tri, and "~l---+..'--q"Cn--rr 
~<Eal---~' • .---~trn---~a. So, especially, for every 1 <~i<~n, ~7 i ~E'ri. By Theorem 2.8, 
also for every 1 <<.i<<.n, B [-EAi:Ti. Since each zi occurs in B, all are co-free, so 
by induction each Ai is .L-free. Then also xA1 ...An is &z-free. 
(ii) (a) A--2x_4'. By induction there are B,t  such that B~-eA~:z and B,t  are 09- 
free. I f  x does not occur in B, take an co-free ~rE3-s. Otherwise, there 
exist x:aEB, and a is co-free. In any case, B\Xt-E2X.4':tr---+t, and 
B\x and a---}t are co-free. 
(b) A==-xA1 ...An (n>~O). By induction there are B1 . . . . .  Bn and trl . . . . .  trn such 
that for every l<<.i<~n, BiF-eAi:ai, and Bi, ai are co-free. Take a strict, 
such that co does not occur in tr, and B = l I{Bi . . . . .  Bn, {x:trl---}...---}trn~a}}. 
Then B F-EXA1 ...An:a, and B and tr, are co-free. [] 
Now, as in [1] for the strict system, it is possible to prove that the essential type 
assignment system satisfies the main properties of the BCD-system. 
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Theorem 3.3.2. 
(i) qB, tr [B F-eM:tr & B,a to-free] ~ M has a normal form. 
(ii) 3B, tr [B F-eM:a] ¢=~ M has a head normal form. 
Proof. 
(i) (~)  
(~) 
(ii) (=~) 
(~) 
If B ~-eM:a, then, by Theorem 3.2.7, ~t,4Ed(M) [BF-EA:a]. Because of 
Lemma 3.3.1(i), this A is /-free. By Definition 3.1.2, there exists M'=• 
M such that Aff~M r. Since A is /-free, in fact A--M',  so M ~ itself is in 
normal form, so, especially, M has a normal form. 
If M ~ is the normal form of M, then it is a / - free approximate normal 
form. Then, by Lemma 3.3.1(ii), there are to-free B,a such that B [-c M~:tr. 
Then, by Theorem 2.10, B F-eM:a. 
If B t-e M:tr, then, by Theorem 3.2.7, E4 E d (M)  [B t-E A :t r]. By Definition 
3.1.2, there exists M'=~M such that AEM. Since aEg"-s, A ~ Z, so A 
is either 2X.Al or xA1...A,, with n ~>0. Since A E M', M' is either 2xA/1, 
or xM1...Mn; in the first case, by induction, ml is in head-normal form. 
Then M has a head-normal form. 
If M has a head-normal form, then there exists M'=#M such that M' 
is either x, 2x.M1 with Ml in head-normal form or xMl.. .M,, with each 
MiEA. 
(a) M' =2x.M1. Since M1 is in head-normal form, by induction there are 
B, aE J-s such that B t-E Ml:tr. I fx:zEB, then B\x f-e 2x.Ml:tr---~z, oth- 
erwise B [-e 2X.Ml :to---~t. 
(b) M'=--xM1...M,, (n>~O). Take aE~--s, then 
II { B1 . . . . .  B,, {x:to---~...---~to---~tr}} -e xM1. . .Mn:tr. [] 
Corollary 3.3.3. 
(i) 3B, a[BF-EM:tr & B, tr to-free] ¢=> M has a normal form. 
(ii) 3B, a[B f-E M:a & a ~ oJ] ¢=~ M has a head normal form. 
4. Soundness and completeness of essential type assignment 
4.1. The relation between the BCD- and the essential system 
The essential system is the nucleus of the BCD-system: in this section it will be 
shown that, for any derivation in the BCD-system, it is possible to find an equivalent 
derivation in the essential system. 
The proof is based on the fact that for every a E ~--n there is a a*E oq-s such that 
a~a*, and the Approximation Theorem 3.2.7. 
Definition 4.1.1 (Hindley [22], van Bakel [1]). 
(i) For every trE~--n, tr* EJ-s is inductively defined as follows: 
(a) q)* = ~o. 
(b) (a--~z)*=(a*-~rl)n...n(tr*--~z,), if r*=zln. . .nz,  (n>~O), each ziE~-'s. 
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(c) (aln...nan)* =~;n. . .nz~, where {rl . . . . .  Tm}----{o'iE{O'l . . . . .  ~,) I ~,*~0}. 
(ii) B* = {x:a* Ix:or E B}. 
Since ~'-s is a proper subset of ~--n, tr* is also defined for a E ~J-s. Notice that 
09* = co, as a special case of part (i(c)), and that (a~a~)* = 09, as a special case of 
part (i(b)). 
Lemma 4.1.2. 
(i) [22, 1] For every gEt- 'n,  a~a*. 
(ii) ~"n modulo ,~ is isomorphic to ~'-s modulo ME. 
(iii) cr~<z =~ a* ~E T*. 
(iv) aE Js  =~ a = a*. 
Proof. Easy. [] 
The proof for the main theorem of this section is achieved by proving first that for 
every term in Jff, typeable in t-n, a derivation in the essential system for which basis 
and type in the conclusion are equivalent can be built, and afterwards generalizing this 
result to arbitrary lambda terms. 
Theorem 4.1.3. B t-n A:a ~ B* F-E A:a*. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of terms in JV', using Lemmas 1.3.3, 2.5, and 
4.1.2(iii). [] 
The relation between the two different notions of type assignment is formulated as 
follows: 
Theorem 4.1.4. B t-n M:a ~ B* bE M:tr*. 
Proof. BF-nM:a ~ (3.1) SAE~z~'(M) [Bt-nA:a] =~ (4.1.3) 
3AEd(M)  [B* t-EA:a*] =~ (3.2.7) B* t-EM:tr*. [] 
The BCD-system is a conservative extension of the essential system. 
Theorem 4.1.5 (Conservativity). Let B, a E ~--s. I f  B ~-n M.'a, then B t'- E M:a. 
Proof. B~-nM:a  ~ (4.1.4) B*~-EM:a* ~ (4.1.2(iv)) B~-EM:tr. [] 
Obviously, since the essential system is a subsystem of the BCD-system, the impli- 
cation in the other direction also holds: If B ~-E M:a, then B t-n M:a. 
Also using this last result, it is possible to prove completeness of essential type 
assignment with respect o the simple type semantics (see Theorem 4.3.7). 
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4.2. An essential filter R-model 
As in [16], a filter R-model can be constructed. Names will be used to distinguish 
between the definition of filters in those papers and the one given here. 
Definition 4.2.1. 
(i) A subset d of ~--s is an essential filter if and only if: 
(a) al . . . . .  anEd (n>~O) ~ a ln . . .nanEd.  
(b) red  & z<..Ea ~ aEd.  
(ii) I f  V is a subset of J-s, then TEV is the smallest essential filter that contains 
V, and TEa = TE{a}. 
(iii) ~e  = {d C_ 9--sl d is an essential filter}. Application on ~-E is defined by: 
d .e  = TE{~[ 3 a E e [a~r  E d]}. 
Notice that every strict filter (Definition 1.4.3) is an essential filter, and that an 
essential filter is a filter in the sense of Definition 1.3.4. 
If no confusion is possible, the subscript on T will be omitted. Notice that an es- 
sential filter is never empty; because of  part i(a), for all d, toed.  Notice also that the 
application on filters as in Definition 1.3.4 is not useful for ~E,  since it would not be 
well defined. As in [1], application must be forced to yield filters, since in each arrow 
type scheme a---~zE~-s, z is strict. (~--~E, C) is a c.p.o, and henceforward it will be 
considered with the corresponding Scott topology. 
For essential filters the following properties hold: 
Lemma 4.2.2. 
(i) aETz ¢=~ ~E 0". 
(ii) aET{z [B k-eM:z } ¢=~ aE{z  I B ]-EM:Z}. (So {a [B [-EM:O'} EO~-E.) 
Proof. Easy. [] 
Definition 4.2.3. Define F: ~-E--~[~E--*~E] and G: [~-E--*~-E]--~rE by: 
( i) Fd  e = d .e .  
(ii) G f = T(a~ I rEf(Ta)}. 
It is easy to check that F and G are continuous. 
Theorem 4.2.4. (~E,  " ), with F and G as in Definition in 4.2.3, is a R-model. 
ProoL By [5, 5.4.1] it is sufficient o prove that FoG = Id[~E---~E]. 
FoG f d = T{#13pEd [p -*PET{a~ I vE f (Ta)}]}  = (4.2.2(i)) 
T{~13pEd [pEf (Tp) ]}  = f (d ) .  [] 
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Remark that between ~E and ~s  the same relation exists as between ,~-n and ~-s, 
as discussed after Definition 1.4.3. 
Definition 4.2.5. Let ~ be a valuation of term variables in ,-~E- 
(i) I[M]]¢, the interpretation f terms in ~E via ~ is inductively defined by: 
(a) I]'x]]¢ = ~(x). 
(b) [[MN]]¢ = F [[MIle [[NIle. 
(c) [[ 2xd~l ]]~ = G (,~ d E ~E.[[M]]~(d/x) ).
(ii) Be = {x:a[aE~(x)}. 
Theorem 4.2.6. For all M, ~: [[M]]¢ = {a I Be FE M:tr}. 
Proof. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
By induction on the structure of lambda terms. 
ffx]]¢ = ~(x). Since {y:p [ pE~(y)} FEx:a ¢=~ aE~(x). 
[IMN]]¢ = T{z [ qtr [B~ F E N:tr & Be F E M:a--~z]} = 
T{~ I ~¢ ~o MN:~} = 
{z] B~ ~-E MN:z} 
[[2xM]]~ = 
T{ ~7---~z B¢(Ta/x) [-E M:z} = 
T{a---*z B¢(r~/x ) Fe M:z} = 
T{a--*z B~U{/:/~I/~ETa} HeM:r} = 
T{¢~z ,~ u {x:¢} F-o M:¢} = 
T{~--,¢ "~ ~-o Z~.M:~} = 
T{a-+z Be He 2xZ~l:a--+z} = 
{p I 8¢ FE,~.M:p}. [] 
(2.5(ii)&(iv)) 
(4.2.2(ii)) 
(2.5(iv)) 
(4.2.2(i)) 
(2.5(iii)) 
(2.5(vi)) 
(2.5(iii)&4.2.2(ii)) 
4.3. Soundness and completeness 
In this subsection completeness for the ['-E system will be proved. This is done in 
a way very similar to the one used in [6], using the essential filter 2-model as defined 
in the previous subsection. 
Theorem 4.3.1 (Soundness). B FE M:a ~ B ~s M:a. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of derivations. [] 
The method followed in [6] for the proof of completeness of type assignment is to 
define a simple type interpretation v that satisfies: for all types a, v(a) = {dE~'n I
trEd}. The approach taken here is to define a type interpretation, and to show that it is 
simple. 
Definition 4.3.2. 
(i) vo : 3"s --+ gO(~'E) is defined by: vo(a) = {dE,~-E ] fred}. 
(ii) ~B(x) = {aEg--s ] B FEX:~r}. 
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Theorem 4.3.3. 
(i) The map vo & a simple type interpretation. 
(ii) I f  tr<<.EZ, then vo(a) C_ vo(r). 
Proof. 
(i) It is sufficient o check the conditions of Definition 1.3.5(ii). 
(a) Ve [eEvo(a) ~ d.eEvo(Q]  ¢=~ (4.2.1(iii)) 
Ve [eEvo(a) =~ T{fl I 3~Ee [a~flEd]}Evo(r)] ¢~ (4.3.2(i)) 
Ve [aEe ~ zET{fl [ 3~Ee [e---~flEd]}] ¢=~ (zEg-s) 
Ve [trEe ~ ~c~Ee [~--+zEd]] ¢=> (for =~, take e = Ttr) 
a---*zEd. 
(b) Trivial. 
(ii) Easy. [] 
Lemma 4.3.4. 
(i) B ~-E M:a ¢:~ B¢B I-- E M:ff. 
(ii) ~E, ~S, V0 ~s B. 
Proof. 
(i) Because for every x, ~B(X) is an essential filter. 
(ii) x:trEB ~ (4.i) trE{T I B~B FEX:Z} ~ trEl~X]]¢~. 
So [I'X]]¢BE{dE~E I aEd} = vo(tr). [] 
Since the interpretation of terms by their derivable types gives a 2-model, the fol- 
lowing corollary is immediate and an alternative proof for Theorem 2.10. 
Corollary 4.3.5. I f  M=I~N and B [-E M:tr, then B }-E N:tr. 
Proof. Since ~E is a 2-model, if M=~N,  then [[M]]se = I]N]]Be; so {a[B  I-EM:tr} 
= {tr I B ~-EN:tr}. [] 
Notice that because of the way in which ~-E is defined, Corollary 4.3.5 also holds 
if ~-E is replaced by t-e. 
Theorem 4.3.6 (Completeness). Let trEe'-s, then B ~s M:tr ~ B i-E M:tr. 
Proof. B ~s M:tr =~ 
~E, ~B, V0 ~s M:tr =:~ 
[~M]]~B Ev0 (tr) =~ 
tr E IT M ]]¢B =~ 
B~B ~-E M:tr ==~ 
B ~-E M:tr. [] 
(1.3.6(ii(c2)), 4.3.4(ii)&4.3.3) 
(1.3.6(ii(a))) 
(4.3.2(i)) 
(4.2.6) 
(4.3.4(i)) 
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Using the relation between the two notions of type assignment that was defined in 
the previous subsection, soundness and completeness of essential type assignment can 
also be proved using the result of [6] (Property 1.3.7). 
Theorem 4.3.7 (Soundness and completeness of essential type assignment). Let B and 
a contain types in Ys. Then B bE M:a ¢=~ B ~s M:a. 
Proof. 
(3 )  BF-EM:a ~ BF-nM:a ~ (1.3.7(i)) B~sM:~r. 
(~)  B~sM:a  ~ (1.3.7(ii)) BF-nM:a ~ (4.1.5) Bb-EM:a. [] 
5. Systems with principal types 
It is well known that Curry's system has the principal type property: M is typeable 
if and only if there is a pair (P, n) of basis and type, called the principal pair for M, 
such that: 
- P ~-M:n, and 
- for every pair (B, a) such that B F- M:a, there exists an operation O (from a specified 
set of operations) such that O ((P, n)) = (B, a). 
The type n is then called the principal type for M. For Curry's system the operation 
O consists entirely of substitutions, i.e. operations that replace type-variables by types. 
Principal type schemes for Curry's system are defined by Hindley in [21]. In this paper 
the author actually proved the existence of principal types for an object in Combinatory 
Logic, but the same construction can be used for a proof of the principal type property 
for terms in Lambda Calculus. The basic idea used in [21] is to define a unification- 
algorithm, that is used to construct he principal type for an application from the 
principal types deduced for its components. Since substitution is an easy operation, in 
Curry's system the set 
{(B,(r) I B [-M:a} 
can be computed in a simple way from the principal pair for M. 
There exist three intersection systems for which the principal type property is proved: 
a CDV-system in [9], the BCD-system in [34], and the strict system in [4]. The tech- 
nique used for the proofs of these properties is very different from the one used for 
Curry's sytem. The principal type scheme for a term is in [4, 9, 34] studied through 
the notion of approximant of a term; terms with a finite number of approximants have 
finite principal type schemes, while terms with a infinite number of approximants have 
'infinite' principal type schemes. It should be noted that, using intersection types, also 
terms without normal form or, in particular, terms that have an 'infinite' normal form 
have types. Therefore, a functional characterization f these terms, through a principal 
type, cannot be represented in a finite way. 
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5.1. The  operat ion  o f  expans ion  
As mentioned in the introduction of [9], using intersection types different ypes can 
be assigned to the same component of a given term. Therefore, the structure of deriva- 
tion does not follow the syntactic structure of terms, and with the only operation of 
substitution, for a given term, not all types can be obtained. This difficulty is overcome 
in [9] by introducing the (context-dependent) operation of expansion. 
The definition of expansion is very complicated. It is an operation on types that deals 
with the replacement of (sub)types by a number of copies of that type. Expansion on 
types corresponds to the duplication of (sub)derivations: a subderivation i the right- 
hand side of an (--*E)-step is expanded by copying. In this process, the types that 
occur in the subderivation are also copied: the types in the conclusion and in the basis 
of the subderivation will be instantiated into a number of copies. 
Suppose the following is a correct derivation: 
B 
\ / 
x : cr---~'r N : ff 
xN: r  
then, in general, the expansion that replaces a by a ln. - .na,  creates the following 
derivation: 
BI Bn 
\ I \  I 
x:trl n . . .  n tr n -~  z N : tr ~ N : t7 n 
xN:z  
Suppose that # is a subtype of a that is expanded into n copies. If p---~# is also a 
subtype of a, then just replacing # by an intersection of copies of #, would generate 
p---~(#1n..-n#n). This is a not a legal type in [4, 9]. Defining an operation of expansion 
by saying that it should expand the subtype p---*/~ into the type (P-'-*#1)n...n(p---~#n) 
- which is by definition of the relation ~< a type equivalent to P--~(#l n...n#~) - would 
give an expansion that is sound, but not sufficient. The subtype p---~# will, therefore, 
be expanded into (pl--,#l)n...n(p,---~pn), where the pl . . . . .  p, are copies of p. This 
means that also all other occurrences of p should be expanded into p ln . . .npn ,  with 
possibly the same effect on other types. 
Apparently, the expansion of # can have a more than local effect on a. Therefore, 
the expansion of a type is defined in a such a way that, before the replacement of 
types by intersections, all subtypes are collected that are affected by the expansion of 
/~. Then types are traversed top down, and types are replaced if they end with one of 
the subtypes found. 
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5.2. The system of [9] 
In [9] principal type schemes are defined for a type assignment system that is like 
the restricted one from [10], but uses the set of types of the unrestricted system. The 
reason to not use the normalized types as well is the fact that co is treated as a type 
constant; since to can be substituted for ~o in a--otp, also tr---~o9 is considered a type. 
The principal type property is achieved by defining principal pairs of basis and type 
for terms in 2_L-normal form, specifying the operations of expansion and substitution, 
proved sufficient o generate all possible pairs for those terms from their principal pair, 
and generalizing this result to arbitrary lambda terms. This technique is the same as 
for example used in [4, 34], and Section 6 of this paper. 
The set of ground pairs for a term A E ./V, as defined in [9], is proved to be complete 
for A, in the sense that all other pairs for A can be generated from a ground pair for 
A. Ground pairs are those that express the essential structure of a derivation, and types 
in it are as general as possible with respect o substitutions. 
The proof of the principal type property is obtained by first proving the following: 
- If B F-A:a with AEJV, then there is a substitution Sub and a ground pair (B',a') 
for A such that Sub((B,o)) = (B',tr'). 
- If (B, tr) is a ground pair for A E./V and (B', tr') can be obtained from (B, a) by an 
expansion, then (B', tr') is a ground pair for A. 
- For all A E JV', every ground pair for A is complete for A. 
In the construction of principal pairs for lambda terms, first for every ,4 E./ff a 
particular pair Pp(A) is chosen of basis P and type ~, called the principal basis 
scheme and principal type scheme of A, respectively (see Definition 6.1.5). This pair 
is called the principal pair of A. 
The proof is completed by proving: 
- Pp (`4) is a ground pair for ` 4. 
- B ~ M:tr if and only if there exists `4 E M(M) such that B ~-,4:a. 
- {Pp(A) I AE~C(M)} is complete for M. 
For an example of a ground pair, and its relation to the operation of expansion, take 
the pair (0,(to--o(~o0---~tp0)---~tpl)---~cpl), which is the principal pair of (2x.xl(2y.y)). 
[x:o9---~ ( o0 --* tp0 )---~ tp j] [y:tp0] 
x-l-:(~Oo~O0)~ol 2 y.y:~o0---~tp0 
x_L( 2 y.y ):tpt 
2x.x-L( 2 y. y ):( oo---+( tPo---~tpo )---~q91 )--+~01 
Let Exp be the expansion that copies the subderivation for 2y.y:tp0---~tp0, then 
Exp ((0, (og---~(tpo--otpo)---~tpl)--o~ot )) = (0, (f.t)--~(~2----+~2)fq((,03-----~(,03)---*~l)*~1), 
which is, by the results mentioned above, a ground pair for (2x.x_l_(2y.y)). 
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IX: fD-'--+ (q~2---+ ~02 )f-/(~3 ----~ (P3)'-"+ ~01 ] [Y:(P2] [Y:q~3] 
X-I-: ( (/92 ----+ (p2) f'l ( q)3 ----+ q)3 ) -"+ (p 1 2 y.y:cP2--+¢p2 2 y.y:q~3--'->~3 
x±(2y.y):qgl 
2x.x_l_(2y.y):(og---~(q)2---~q)z )n( 3 ---~ q93 )---~q~l )--%01 
(See Definition 6.2.5.) 
5.3. The system of [34] 
For the system as defined in [6], principal type schemes can be defined as in [34]. 
There three operations are provided - substitution, expansion, and rise - that are sound 
and sufficient o generate all suitable pairs for a term M from its principal pair. 
In this paper, all constructions and definitions are made modulo the equivalence 
relation ~. In fact, the complexity inserted in the type language of [6] by allowing 
for intersection types on the right of the arrow type constructor, disturbs greatly the 
accessibility of this paper. As shown in Section 6, the results of [34] can also be 
obtained for the essential system presented here and it is equally powerful. 
The first operation defined is substitution that is defined without restriction: the type 
that is to be substituted can be every element of Jn .  Next, the operation of expansion 
is defined, which is a generalization of the notion of expansion defined in [9]. Both 
substitution and expansions are in the natural way extended to operations on bases 
and pairs. The third operation defined (on pairs) is the operation of rise: it consists of 
adding applications of the derivation rule (~<) to a derivation. All defined operations 
are sound in the following sense: 
- (Soundness) Let for AEJU, B,a be such that B ~-nA:a, O be an operation of sub- 
stitution, expansion or rise, and O((B,a))  = (B',a'). Then B' FnA:a t. 
Linear chains of operations are defined as sequences of operations that start with 
a number of expansions, followed by a number of substitutions, and that end with 
one rise. (In [34], linear chains are defined as those sequences of operations that start 
with a number of expansions, followed by a number of substitutions or rises; both are 
allowed. This definition is not complete, in the sense that the fact that the chain ends 
with one rise is essential in the proof for completeness.) As in [9], principal pairs 
are defined for terms in 2L-normal form. The proof of the principal type property is 
completed by, using the above approximation theorem, proving first that, when d(M)  
is finite, then {Pp(A) [ AEd(M)}  has a maximal element (see Theorem 6.3.4 and 
Definition 6.3.5). The following is proved: 
Property 5.3.1. 
(i) (Completeness). Let A E ~.  For any pair (B, or) such that B ~-n A:a there exists 
a linear chain C such that C(Pp(A))  = (B,a). 
(ii) Let B ~-n M:a. 
(a) d (M)  is finite. Then {Pp(A) [ AEd(M)}  has a maximal element, say 
(P, rc). Then there exists a chain C, such that C((P,r~)) = (B,a). 
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(b) ~'(M) is infinite. Then there exist a pair (P ,n)E{Pp(A)  I Ae~C(M)} 
and a chain C, such that C( (P ,n ) )= (B,a). 
5.4. The system of [4] 
The proof of the principal type property for the strict system as presented in [4] 
is achieved in a way similar to, but significantly different from, the two techniques 
sketched above. In that paper, three operations on pairs of basis and types are de- 
fined: substitution, expansion and lifting. The operation of lifting resembles the op- 
eration of rise as defined in [34], the operation of substitution is a modification of 
the one normally used, and the operation of expansion coincides with the one given 
in [9, 34]. 
In order to prove that the operations defined are sufficient, three subsets of the 
set of all pairs of basis and type are defined, namely: principal pairs, ground pairs 
and primitive pairs. (The definition of ground pairs coincides with the one given in 
[9].) In that paper is shown that these form a true hierarchy, that the set of ground 
pairs for a term is closed under the operation of expansion, that the set of primitive 
pairs is closed under the operation of lifting, and that the set of pairs is closed for 
substitution. 
The main result of that paper is reached by showing that the three operations defined 
are complete: if (B, tr) is a suitable pair for a term A in 2_k-normal form, and (P, n) 
is the principal pair for A, then there are a sequence of operations of expansion Exl~, 
an operation of lifting Lift, and a substitution Sub, such that 
(B, a) = Sub (Lift (ff~xp ((P, ~)))). 
Finally, this result is generalized to arbitrary lambda terms. 
Because of technical reasons, substitution is in [4] defined as (¢p~-~a), where ~o 
is a type-variable and ~ E ~-s U {o9}, so it can also replace type-variables by the type 
constant 09 (this is not needed in the proofs of Section 6). Although substitution is 
normally defined on types as the operation that replaces type-variables by types, for 
strict types this definition would not be correct. For example, the replacement of ¢p 
by o9 would transform a--*~o (or ancp) into a--~o9 (anog), which is not a strict type. 
Therefore, for strict types substitution is not defined as an operation that replaces type- 
variables by types, but as a mapping from types to types, that, in a certain sense, 
'normalizes while substituting'. 
The operation of expansion, as defined in [4], corresponds to the one given in [9] and 
is a simplified version of the one defined in [34]. A difference is that in those definitions 
subtypes are collected, whereas the definition of expansion in [4] (see Definition 6.2.5) 
collects type-variables. 
Recall Definition 2.1. Observe that strict type assignment is not closed for the relation 
~<E, SO the following does not hold: 
If Bb-sM:a and tT~E'~ , then BF-sM:a. 
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As a counterexample, take {x:a~a} G x:a~cr. Notice that a~a ~Eo'n'~---+O ", but it is 
impossible to derive {x:a---~a} F-s x:anT---~a. 
The operation of lifting as defined in [4] (see Definition 6.2.16) is based on the 
relation ~< E, in the same way as the operation of rise is based on ~<. As shown there, 
and illustrated above, that operation is not sound on all pairs (B, a). (In fact, as argued 
in [4], it is impossible to formulate an operation that performs the desired lifting and is 
sound on all pairs.) The reason for this is that introducing a derivation rule, allowed on 
all terms, using the relation ~<E, corresponds to a q-reduction step (see Theorem 2.8), 
and the strict system is not closed for q-reduction. Since strict type assignment is not 
closed for ~<E, and the operation of lifting applies ~<E to a derivation, it is clear that 
a conflict arises. 
However, in [4] it is shown that the operation defined there is sound on primitive 
pairs. The definition for primitive pairs is based on the definition of ground pairs as 
given in [9]. The main difference between ground pairs and primitive pairs is that in 
a primitive pair a predicate for a term-variable (bound or free) is not the smallest 
type needed, but can contain some additional, irrelevant types. The problem mentioned 
above is then solved by allowing liftings only on primitive pairs for terms. 
The result of [4] follows from: 
- Every principal pair is a ground pair. 
- For every expansion Exp, if (B, cr) is a ground pair forA and Exp ((B,a)) = (B',at), 
then (B r, a') is a ground pair for A. 
- If B t-sA:~r and Exp ((B,a)) = (B',a~), then B p ~-sA:a ~. 
- Every ground pair is a primitive pair. 
- For all AEJV, liftings Lift: if (B,~r) is a primitive pair for A, then Lift ((B,a)) is 
a primitive pair for A. 
- Every primitive pair is a (normal) pair. 
- I fB t-s A:a, then for every substitution Sub: if Sub ((B,a)) = (B, at), then B' t-sA:a'. 
Although lifting is not sound on all pairs, using the results mentioned above it is 
possible to prove that the three operations defined in [4] are sufficient (complete): for 
every pair (B, a) and A E JV, if B t-s A:a, then there exists a number of expansion, one 
lifting, and a substitution, such that (B, a) can be obtained from Pp (A) by performing 
these operations in sequence. As in [34], this result is then generalized to arbitrary 
lambda terms (see Property 5.3.1 and Theorem 6.3.6). 
6. Principal type property for the essential system 
Using a technique different from those discussed above, in this section the proof 
for the principal type property of the essential system will be given. For each lambda 
term the principal pair (of basis and type) will be defined. Four operations on pairs of 
basis and types will be defined, namely expansion, covering, substitution and lifting, 
which are correct and sufficient o generate all derivable pairs for lambda terms in the 
essential system. 
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A relevant restriction of the essential system will be presented (~-R), that is close 
to the system defined in Definition 1.2.3. For this system, the principal type property 
will be proved, using a technique different from the one used in [9]. In fact, it will be 
shown that, if B F-R M:tr and (P, ~z) is the principal pair for M, then there is a chain C 
of operations, consisting of expansions, one covering, and one substitution, such that 
C((P, ~)) = (B, a). Using this result, the principal type property for the essential system 
will be proved. 
In [4], the main problem to solve was to find an operation of lifting that was able 
to take the special role of the relation ~< s into account. As argued in Section 5.4, for 
the strict system there exists no operation of lifting that is sound on all pairs. Since 
the essential system is more liberal than the strict one, in the sense that the essential 
system is closed for the relation ~< E, the operation of lifting as defined in [4] is a 
sound operation for the essential system (see Theorem 6.2.17). It is then easy to show 
that, with just the operations as defined in [4], the principal type property holds for 
the essential system. 
In this section a different proof that follows a new approach will be presented. The 
most significant difference between proofs for the principal type property given in other 
papers and the one presented here, is that, in a certain sense, the operations presented 
in this section are more elegant. In [34], there is an overlap between operations; for 
example, intersections can be introduced by expansions as well as by substitutions and 
rise. Also, in [4] the step from the pair (B, tr) to (B, co) can be made using a lifting as 
well as a substitution. The operations of expansion, covering and substitution as defined 
in this paper are 'orthogonal' in that sense; no kind of operation can be mimicked by 
another kind of operation. 
The difference between the operations pecified in [4] and this paper lie in the fact 
that here the operation of substitution has been changed, in a subtle, natural, but drastic 
way: a substitution can no longer replace a type-variable by 09. In the papers discussed 
above that possibility existed and, especially in [4, 9], caused inconvenience, since there 
a 'normalization-after-substitution' was called for, explicitly defined in [9], and part of 
the definition of substitution i  [4]. The approach of this paper will be to allow of only 
substitutions of type-variables by strict types, and to introduce a separate operation of 
covering, that deals with the assignment of 09 to subterms. 
6.1. Relevant intersection type assignment 
The next definition presents a restricted variant of the essential system, that is similar 
to that of Definition 1.2.3, and is the system used in [19]. Since bases play a more 
significant role in this system, the presentation of the derivation rules differs from the 
one used above. 
Definition 6.1.1. 
(i) Relevant intersection type assignment and relevant intersection derivations are 
defined by the following natural deduction system (where all types displayed are in 
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3-s, except for a in rules (---~E) and (---+I)): 
B1 ~-R M:a--÷z B2 [-R N:6 
(Ax):  {x:o-} [--R X:6 (--~E): 
/ /{B1,  B2} [-R MN:z 
B1 ["R M:61 • • " Bn ~-R M:6n 
(hi): II{B1 ... . .  Bn) l-RM:61n...n6. (n~>O) 
(---~I): B,x:a F-R M:r B F-R M:z (a) 
B f-R 2xAVI:a--+z B ~-R ,~c.M:eo--~z 
(a) If x does not occur in B. 
(ii) ~-R is defined by: B ~-g M:a if and only if there is a relevant derivation that 
has B ~-r M:6 as conclusion. 
Notice that, by rule (hi), 0 ~-R Mxo, for all terms M. Notice moreover, that this 
system is indeed relevant, in the sense that only those statements occur in bases that 
are actually used for the derived statement. 
For terms in JV, the relation between the essential and the relevant system is for- 
mulated by: 
Lemma 6.1.2. I f  A is & 2A_-normal form and B ~-E A:6, then there are B', a' such 
that B ~ F--r A:a', a' <-~e6 and B<~EB'. 
Proof. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
By induction on the structure of terms in JV. 
B F-±xo, then B' = 0, and a' = o~. 
B I-E 2x.,4':~--~fl, with A' ~ ±, then B U {x:~} I-E A':fl. By induction, there are 
B',p',fl' such that fl'<-Efl, BU{x:~}<~EB'U{x:a'}, and B'U{x:~t'} F-RA':fl t. 
Then also B' F-R 2xA':~'---+fl', ~'--+fl~<~E~---~fl, andB<.EB'. 
B F-ExAI ...An:a, with n~>O. Then there are al . . . . .  6n such that, for 1 <~i~n, 
B[-EAi:6i, and Bf-EX:61--o...---~6n--~6. By induction, for every l~ i~n,  
there are Bi,6;, such that Bi F-RAi:6~, a~<~Eai, and B<~EBi. Then also B~<E 
H{B1 . . . . .  Bn, {x:a'l---÷'" .---+6"--~6}}, and 
II {B1 .... ' . ,Bn, {X:61-° ..----~O"n--'~6}} F-R XAI" " "An:6. [] 
Using the same technique as in Section 3.2, the following theorem can be proved. 
Theorem 6.1.3. B [-R M:6 ~ ~AEd(M)  [B [-RA:6]. 
Using this approximation result for the relevant system, the following becomes easy. 
Theorem 6.1.4. I f  B F-EM:a, then there are B',a' such that B' F-RM:a ~, a'<<.Ea 
and B <<. EB'. 
Proof. If B ]-E M:a then, by Theorem 3.2.7, there is an A E d (M)  such that B ~-E A:a. 
By Lemma 6.1.2, there are B',a' such that B' F-RA:a', a'<~Ea and B<~Eff. Then, by 
Theorem 6.1.3, B' f-R M:a ~. 
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In the construction of principal pairs for lambda terms, first, for any A E JV', a partic- 
ular pair Pp (A) of basis P and type n is chosen, which will be called respectively the 
principal basis scheme and principal type scheme of A. Principal pairs for the relevant, 
and the essential system are defined by: 
Definition 
(i) Let 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
6.1.5. 
A E ~/~. Pp (,4), the principal pair of A, is defined by: 
Pp(A_) = (0,o9). 
?p(x) = ({x:~o}, ~). 
If A # _1_, and Pp (A) = (P, n), then: 
(1) I fx  occurs free in A, and x:aEP, then Pp(2x,4) = (P\x,a---~n). 
(2) Otherwise Pp ( 2x,4 ) = ( P, og---+ n) . 
(d) If for 1 <~i<~n, ep(A i )  = (ei, lri) (disjoint in pairs), then 
Pp (xA,...An) = (/-/{P, . . . . .  P,, {x:n,---+ • • • ---+n,---~q~)}, q~), 
where ~o is a type-variable that does not occur in Pp(Ai), for 1 <~i<~n. 
(ii) ~ = {(P,n)] 3AE,/V [Pp(A) = (P,n)]}. 
The following result is almost immediate: 
Lemma 6.1.6. I f  Pp (A) = (P, n), then P ~-R A:g and P t-E A:n. 
Proof. Easy. [] 
The notion of principal pairs for terms in JV will be generalized to arbitrary lambda 
terms in Definition 6.3.5. 
The principal pairs in the systems as presented in [4, 9, 34] are exactly the same. 
Since the essential type assignment system is a sub-system of the BCD-system (in the 
sense that if B bE M:a, then also B ~-n M:a, but not vice-versa), and it is a super- 
system for both the strict and the restricted CDV-system, it is not surprising that the 
principal pairs in the essential system turn out to be exactly the same as the principal 
pairs in all the other systems. 
6.2. Operations 
Substitution is normally defined on types as the operation that replaces type-variables 
by types, without restriction. The notion of substitution defined here replaces type- 
variables by strict types only. Although this is a severe restriction with regard to the 
usual approach, the operation will prove to be sufficient. 
Definition 6.2.1. 
(i) The substitution (tp~--+ ~t) : Ys ~ 3"-s, where q~ is a type-variable and ~E~--s, 
is defined by: 
(a) ((p ~ ~) (~o) = a. 
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(b) ((p~--, ct)(tp') = qg', if q9 ~ tp'. 
(c) = 
(d) (¢o~)(aln.. "nan) = (¢o~#)(al)n.-.n(co~t)(an). 
(ii) If Sub1 and Sub2 are substitutions, then so is SubloSub2, 
where Subl oSub2( a) = Subl (Sub2 ( a ) ). 
(iii) Sub(B) = {x:Sub(~) I x:c~EB}. 
(iv) Sub((B,a))= (Sub(B),Sub(a)). 
The operation of substitution is sound for the relevant system. 
Theorem 6.2.2. / f  B t-R A :a, then for every substitution Sub: if Sub ( (B, a) ) = (B', a'), 
then B ~ ~-R A:a ~. 
Proof. By straightforward induction on the definition of I-R- [] 
The following is needed in the proof of Theorem 6.3.2. 
Lemma 6.2.3. Let zE J's and Sub be a substitution such that Sub(z) = z'. Then: 
(i) I f  Sub (B U {x:a}) = B' U {x:a'}, then Sub ((B, a-*v)) = (B', tr'--,z'). 
(ii) I f  for every l <~i<<.n, Sub((Bi, ai)) = (B~,a~), then 
Sub ((-/~{al . . . . .  an, {x:al - -+" "'-+O'n-'-~z} }, ~')  
t / = (U{B  . . . . .  B , ,  {x:al e l .  
Proof. Immediate by Definition 6.2.1. [] 
The operation of expansion of types defined here corresponds to the notion of ex- 
pansion as defined in [4, 34]. A difference between the notions of expansion as defined 
in [9, 34] is that in those papers a set of types involved in the expansion is created. As 
in [4], here just type-variables are collected, so the definition of expansion presented 
here is less complicated. 
Definition 6.2.4. 
(i) If B is a basis and trEYs, then 9-(a,o) is the set of all strict subtypes occurring 
in the pair (B, a). 
(ii) The last type-variable of a strict type is defined by: 
(a) The last type-variable of tp is ¢p. 
(b) The last type-variable of aln...nan-*tr is the last type-variable of a. 
Definition 6.2.5. For every p E 3-s, n >/2, basis B, and a E J-s, the quadruple (kt, n, B, a) 
determines an expansion Exp@,n~,~ I : 3-s --* 9"-s, that is constructed as follows. 
(i) The set of type-variables ~~((B,a)) affected by Exp(~,~) is constructed by: 
(a) If q~ occurs in #, then ~pE~((B, tr/). 
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(b) If the last type-variable of zE3-(B,¢) is in ~/ru((B, tr)), then for all type- 
variables q~ that occur in z:tpE t/'u((B, a)). 
(ii) Suppose ~/:~((B, tr)) = {q~l . . . . .  tp,n}. Choose m x n different type-variables 
~01,.. n 1 n i does not occur in (B, tr), for l<~i<~n and ,qh,...,tp,,,...,~om, such that each (pj 
l<~j<~m. Let, for l<~i<~n, Subi be such that Subi(tPj) -- tp~., for l<~j<~m. 
(iii) Exp(u,n,B,¢)(z) is obtained by traversing z top-down and replacing every sub- 
type ct by Subl (a)n- . .nSubn (a), if the last type-variable of a is in ~e'~((B, tr)), i.e.: 
(a) Exp(~,~,8,~) (ztn. . .nt~) = Exp(u,~,B,~) (t l)  n. - .n Exp(~,n,S,~) (t~). 
(b) If the last type-variable of z is in -~v'~ ( (B, tr) ), then Exp(~, n, B, ~) (z) = Sub1 (z) 
n. . .n Sub~ (z ). 
(c) Otherwise, 
(1) Exp(~,n,Kcr) (p---if, t) = Exp(u,n,B: ) (p) ~ Exp(u,n, Ka > (#). 
(2) Exp(~,n,B,~) ((p) = (0. 
(iv) Exp(~,,,B,~) (B') = {x:Exp(~,~,8,~) (p lx:pEB'}. 
(v) Exp(.,.,B, ~) ( (B', a') ) = (Exp(.,n,B,~) (B'), Exp(.,.,B, ~) (or')). 
Instead of Exp(.~,~), the notation (/t,n,B, rr) will be used. 
Example 6.2.6. Let # be the type (¢pl---+rp2)-+(~o3---~rpl)---+cp3--~rp2, and Exp be the 
expansion (q~l, 2, 0, p). Then ~e~o, ((0,#)) = {q~l, (P3}, and 
Exp(p) = ((tp4 nq~5 )---+(o2 )"+((t/06----+ ~04 ) N (~07"---+ ~05 ))----+((p60~07 )-"+ ~02 . 
Notice that both (O,l~) and Exp( (O,#) are pairs for the term 2xyz.x(yz) in kE: 
y:q~3---~Ol z:q~3 
x:tp~--~rp2 yz:qg~ 
x(yz):q~2 
J. Z.X( yz ): q93-"-~q92 
2 yz.x(yz):(~03~o~ )~q~3 ~ ~02 
2xyz.x(yz):(~o~ ~02 )~q~3 ~ ~0~ )~ ~03 ~02 
y:((o6---*fp4)n(tp7---+(p5) Z'~06N~07 y:((p6--+tp4)n(tp7--+tp5) z:(p6nfp7 
y : (p6----+ ~04 z :q~6 y :~07----r q~ 5 z :(/97 
X:(tp4Ntp5 )--+ ~2 yz:tP4 yz:~05 
x(y2):~02 
,~ 2 .x( yz )'( (p6oq) 7)-"+ (P2 
,~ yz .x(yz):((qJ6--etp4)n(q)7--+q95 ))--* ((p6 nip7 )----+(02 
yz .x(yz ):((~04 n~o 5 )"'+(/92 )---+(((t96--+(/)4 n(~07-'--~ (05 ))----~(q~6nq)7 )--~ ~02 
For an operation of expansion the following property holds: 
Lemma 6.2.7. Let Exp = (/t,n,B, tr) be an expansion. Exp(z) = zln...nzn with for 
every 1 <~i<~n, zi is a trivial variant of z, or Exp(z)c~Y-s. 
Proof. Immediate by Definition 6.2.5. [] 
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The following lemmas are needed in the proofs of the following theorems. The first 
states that if the last type-variable of  the type in a pair is affected by an expansion, 
then all type-variables in that pair are affected. 
Lemma 6.2.8. Let B' F-R A:Z, where z E ~--s with last type-variable q~, and 
(#,n,B,a) be an expansion such that 9"-(s,:) c_ ~--(B,~). I f  ¢pE~U~((B,a)), then, for 
every type-variable ¢p' that occurs in (B/,z), ¢ptE ~/~l~( (B,a) ). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of elements of JV. 
(i) A=x,  then B' = {x:z}. Since the last type-variable of z is in "Uu((B,a)), and 
zC ~J({x:~}:) C_ 3-(B,~), 
all type-variables that occur in z are in ~,(  (B, a) ). 
(ii) A_=2x.A ', then z = a---~fl, and B'tA {x:ct} k-RAt:fl (if  a = co, then B'U{x:a} = 
B'). Since the last type-variable of a~/~ is the last type-variable of/~, and 
J<B'u{x::,},p) C_ J(a',:,-,p) C_ ~/a,~), 
by induction, all type-variables in (B'U{x:~},fl) are in q/'~,((B,a)). So all type- 
variables in (B',ct--ofl) are in ~( (B ,a ) ) .  
(iii) A=_xAI ...Am. Then there are zl . . . . .  Zm, Bl . . . . .  Bm, such that for every 1 ~j<<.m, 
Bj F-RAj:zj, and B' = I I{Bl . . . . .  Bm,(X:Zl--O...--OZm~Z}}. Since the last type- 
variable of  z is in ~, ( (B ,a) ) ,  and 
Zl ---~. • ""-OZm-'--~z E ~'(rt(B, ,...,t~m,fx:~, . . . . .  ~,~--.r) }:) C__ ~--(B,~r), 
every type-variable in z l~ ' "~Zm~Z is in q/'~((B,a)). If, for l~ j~m,  zj = 
z~.n...nz~ j, then, for every l<~l<~kj, the last type-variable of zJ is in ( , ( (B ,  a)), 
and 
so all type-variables in (Bj, 3~) are in q:u((B,a)), for l<~j<~m, l<~l<~kj. So all 
type-variables in (H{BI . . . . .  Bin, {x:zl---~'" -*3m---~z} },z) are in ~/:o((B,a)). [] 
Lemma 6.2.9. Let B' [-R A:3, where zE3-~, and Exp = (lt, n,B,a) be an expansion 
such that ~J-(B,:) c_ 9"-(B,a). Then either there are B1 .. . . .  B,, zl . . . . .  3,, such that 
Exp ((B', z) ) = ( I I{B1,. . . ,B,},  zl n . . .nz , )  
and, for every 1 <.i<.n, (Bi, zi) is a trivial variant of  (Bt, z), or 
Exp ((B', z)) = (B", z'), 
with z ~ ~ ~-s. 
Proof, By Lemmas 6.2.7 and 6.2.8. [] 
Notice that, in particular, this lemma holds for the case that (B', z) = (B, a). 
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The following property is needed in the proofs for the fact that expansion is sound 
(Theorem 6.2.11), and for completeness of chains of operations (Theorem 6.3.2). 
Property 6.2.10 (van Bakel [4]). Let Exp be an expansion, aE °J's such that the last 
type-variable of a is not affected by Exp, and Exp(a)  = a'. Then: 
(i) Exp((BU{x:z},a))=(B'U{x:z'},a'), if and only if Exp((B,z~a))= 
(B', zt---~a'). 
(ii) Let Exp((Bi, ai)) = (B~,a~), for every 1 <~i<<.n. Then 
Exp((H{Bl .. . . .  B., {x:a! 4 . . .~a ,~a}},  a) ) 
= (n{a l ,  .... a,,' {x.a,. ' - , . . .~a ' ,~a '}} ,¢) .  
The following theorem states that expansion is sound for relevant ype assignment. 
Theorem 6.2.11. / f  B ~-R A :a and Exp an expansion such that Exp ((B, a) ) = (B', a'), 
then B t F-R A:a'. 
ProoL By induction on the definition of F-R, of which only the part a E 3-s is shown. 
By Lemma 6.2.9 either: 
(i) a' = aln...nam, B' = FI{B1 ... . .  Bin}, and each (Bi, ai) is a trivial variant of 
(B,a) and, therefore, Bi I-RA:ai. So, by rule (hi), B' b-RA:a' 
(ii) a' E 3-s. This part is proved by induction on the structure of elements of Y .  Notice 
that the case that A =_k need not be considered. 
(a) A = Lr.W, a = ~-~/~, and B U {x:~} f-R A':/L Let a' = ~'~/3'. (Notice that, if 
= co, by Definition 6.2.5, also ~' = co). By Lemma 6.2.10(i), 
Exp ((B U {x:~},/~)) = (B' U {x:a'}, ~'), and, by induction, B' U {x:~'} ~-R 
A':/~'. Then also B' [-R ~LX'~':~"~>~ I. 
(b) A=xA~.. .A. ,  with n~>0, B = II{B, .. . . .  B.,{x:a~-+...-*a.-*a}}, and 
Bi ~-RAi:ai, for l<<.i<~n. Let, for l <<.i<<.n, Exp((Bi, ai)) = (B~,a~), then, 
by induction, for every 1 <~i<~n, B~ F'RAj:a~. Then, by Lemma 6.2.10(ii), 
Exp ((//{B1 .. . . .  Bin, (x:al --~-..---+ a,--+a} , a) ) 
I I . I . . . .~ : (H{B l . . . . .  Bm, {x.a I ..--~rO'tn-~ra'}}, t). 
Then .r/{a'~ . . . . .  a' ,  {x:a',--,..-~a'--,a'}} I'-R xa,...,4.:a'. [] 
The third operation on pairs defined in this section is the operation of covering. It 
is, unlike the definition of lifting and rise, not defined on types, but directly on pairs, 
using the relation -~ defined on pairs. This relation is inspired by the relation ~ on 
terms in ./V, and the relation between the principal pairs of two terms that are in that 
relation (see also Theorem 6.3.4). 
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Definition 6.2.12. The relation on pairs -4< is defined by: 
(i) (B,a)-~(O,~o). 
(ii) V l <~i<~n (n~>2) [(Bi, ai)-~(B;,a~)] ~ (H{B, . . . . .  B,},a ,n . . .na , ) -~ 
' ' (U{Btl . . . . .  Bn},(TIA" 
(iii) (BU {x:p},#)-<-<(B' U {x:p'},/d) ~ (B,p---+I~)-~(B',p'---~#'). 
(iv) V l<~i<~n E(Bi, ai)-<-<(B~,a~)] 
(rl{B'  . . . . .  8", {x:a'l 4 . . . - -+a ' , - - ,a}  }, a).  
Definition 6.2.13. A covering Coy is an operation denoted by a pair of pairs 
-<(Bo, zo),(Bl,zl)~- such that (Bo, to)-~(Bl,Zl), and is defined by: 
Cov((B,a)) = (B,,t,), if(B,a) = (B0, t0), 
= (B, (r), otherwise. 
As mentioned above, the operation of covering defined here is inspired by the relation 
on terms in JV', and, in fact, is very close to a notion defined in [27]. In that paper 
principal typings for the type assignment system as presented in [25] are studied. That 
system is a combination of the BCD-system and the polymorphic type discipline as 
presented in [20], and can be seen as an extension of the BCD-system by adding 
quantification over type-variables. 
In [27], for every A in 2Z-normal form a relation CA is defined on the inductively 
defined set of pairs (B,a) admissible for A (i.e. such that B~-A:a). This relation 
satisfies: 
If (Bl,al) CA (B2, a2),then both pairs are admissible for A. 
It is, for example, straightforward to show that (Bi,al) CA (B2, o'2), when restricted 
to ~-E, implies (Bl,al)-~(B2,a2). Notice that the structure of a term A is present in 
the relation C_A, but absent in -~, although of course Definition 6.2.12 follows in part 
the syntactic structure of terms in ~/~ (parts (iii) and (iv)). 
The operation of covering is not sound for F-E. 
Example 6.2.14. It is easy to check that ({x:ctn(~---~)},c~)-~({x:~o---~},~). Notice 
that {x:an(:t---~)} F-EX:~ is derivable, but not {x:m---~} F-EX:~. 
The operation of covering is sound for the relevant system. 
Theorem 6.2.15. For every covering -<(B,o),(B',a')~-, if BbR A:a, 
A:a p. 
then B' ~-r 
Proof. By induction on the structure of types. 
(i) a' = co, B' = 0. Trivial. 
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(ii) a' = a~n...oa', ,  n~>2. Then B = FI{B1 . . . . .  B,}, a = a ln . . .na , ,  and, for every 
l<<.i<~n, Bi ~-R A:ai. By Definition 6.2.12(ii), B' = II{B~ . . . . .  B~}, and, for every 
l~<i~< n, -.<(B;, ai), (B~, a~)~- is a coveting. Then, by induction, B~ FR A:a~, so also 
B t t-R A:o~n...na~. 
(iii) a'EJs.  By induction on A. 
(a) A -Zv .4  ~. If B DR 2x.4':tr, then a = p--*#, B,x:p FRA':kt, and tr' = p'--,#'. 
Since -<(B,p--*#),(B',p'---*I~')>.- is a coveting, by Definition 6.2.12(iii), also 
-<(BU {x:p},/~), (B'U {x:p'},l~')>'- is a coveting, so, by induction, B',x:p' FR 
At : f ,  so B I b-R Ax.Al:pl-~f. 
(b) A--yA1 ...An, with n>~0. Since B ]-R yAI...An:¢7, there are BI . . . . .  Bn, trl . . . . .  
trn, such that B = H{Bl .. . . .  Bn, {X:al-*.. "--~an---~tr}}, and Bi DR Ai:ai, for ev- 
ery 1 ~< i ~< n. Then there are B~ . . . . .  B~n, a~ . . . . .  a~n, such that for every 1 ~ i ~< n, 
-<(Bi, tri),(B~,a;)>- is a coveting, and B' = H{B~ ... . .  B~,{x:tr~-.... 
-*a'--*tr} }. Then by induction, for 1 <~i<~n, B~ kR " ' Ai.¢Ti, SO also 
F/{B~ . . . . .  Otn, {x:~.--~ .. .---+O'tn---4o'}} D R yA 1 ...An:cT. [] 
The last operation needed in this paper is that of  lifting, as first presented in [4]: 
Definition 6.2.16. A lifting Lift is an operation denoted by a pair 
<(Bo, zo),(Bl,Zl)> such that ZO<<.EZl and B1 ~<EBo, and is defined by: 
(i) Lift(a) = Zl, if tr = z0; otherwise, Lift(a) = a. 
(ii) Lift(B) = B1, i fB  = B0; otherwise, Lift(B) = B. 
(iii) L i f t ( (B ,a ) )= (Lift(B),Lift(a)).  
of pairs 
The operation of lifting is sound for essential type assignment. 
Theorem 6.2.17. / f  B bE M:a and < (B, a), (B', a') > is a lifting, then B' ~-E 
M:o -t, 
Proof. By definition 6.2.16, B'<<.EB, and a<~Etr'. The proof follows from Lemmas 
2.5(vii) and 2.6. [] 
Notice that the definition of coveting differs from that of lifting, in that <(Bo, zo), 
(B l ,z j )> is a lifting only if B1 ~<EBo and trO~<E~rl. For a coveting, this is normally 
not the case. 
Example 6.2.18. Since by 6.2.12(i) ({y:~o},~o)-~(0,co), 
by 6.2.12(iv) also ({x:q~o',y:q~},tp')-.~({x:tn~tp'},q~'), 
so by 6.2.12(iii) ({x:tp---~tp'},q~---*tp')-~({x:~o---.tp'},~o---~tp'), 
and, again by 6.2.12(iii), (0, (~o~q¢)-- - ,q~¢)-~(O,(to~q¢)~og-- -~¢),  
but not (tp---*q~')---~tp---~q~'~<E(a~---~tp')--*~O---~O', and neither (Og---~q~')---~tO---~q~'~<E 
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6.3. Completeness of operations 
In this subsection, completeness of the above specified operations will be proved, 
both for the relevant as for the essential system. First the notion of chain of operations 
is introduced. 
Definition 6.3.1. 
(i) A chain is an object [O  1 . . . . .  On] , where each Oi is an operation of expansion, 
covering, substitution, or lifting, and 
[o, . . . . .  o,]  (<~, a>) = o ,  ( . . . (o ,  (<B, a>))...). 
(ii) On chains the operation of concatenation is denoted by *, and 
[O1 . . . . .  Oil * [Oi+1 . . . . .  O , ]  ~--- [O  1 . . . . .  On]. 
(iii) A relevant chain is a chain of expansions, concatenated with a chain consisting 
of at most one substitution, and at most one covering, in that order. 
(iv) An essential chain is a relevant chain, concatenated with one operation of 
lifting. 
The next theorem shows that for every suitable pair for a term A, there exists a chain 
such that the result of the application of this chain to the principal pair of A produces 
the desired pair. Part (i) of the Lemmas 6.2.3, and 6.2.10 are needed for the inductive 
step in case of an abstraction term, part (iii(b)) of the proof, part (ii) of those lemmas 
are needed for the inductive step in case of an application term, part (iii(c)). Notice 
that, by construction, all operations mentioned satisfy the conditions required by these 
lemmas. 
Theorem 6.3.2. I f  B~-RA:a and Pp(A) = (P, rt), then there exists a relevant chain 
C such that C((P, rc)) = (B,a). 
Proof (By induction on the definition of ~-R). 
(i) 0 b-RA:~o. Take Coy = -<(P,~),(~,~o)~-, which, by Definition 6.2.13(i), is a 
covering. Take 
C = [Coy]. 
(ii) B F-RA:aln'' .nan. Then there are B1 .. . . .  B, such that for 1 <~i<~n, Bi t-RA:ai, 
and B = ll{B1 ..... Bn}. Let Exp : Qt, n,P,~), then 
Exp(P, ~) = (H{P1 ... . .  Pn}, ~xn...nT~n), 
with Pp(A) = (Pi, 7~i). By induction, there exist relevant chains C1 .. . . .  C, such that 
for l<~i<~n, Ci((Pi, ni)) = (Bi, zi). Let, for l<~i<<.n, Ci=Exfii*[Subi]*[Covi], and 
B~, z~ be such that 
Exl)i * [Subi] ((Pi, ~i)) = (B;, z;) and Covi = -'<(B~, T~), (Bi,'Ei>~'-. 
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Then, by Definition 6.2.12(ii), 
Coy = -<(rl{B~ . . . . .  B'}, z', n...nr',), (n{B, . . . . .  Bn }, Ttn.. "nrn) ~- 
is a covering. Take 
C = [Exp] * Exit1 * " "  * Exit, * [Sub1 o . . .o  Sub,,] * [Coy]. 
(iii) B k~A:o, so gE3-s. This part is proved by induction on the structure of ele- 
ments of JV. Notice that the case that A-_I_ need not be considered. 
(a) A----x. Then B = {x:a}, P = {x:~p}, and ~ = cp. Take 
c = [(q, ~ ~)]. 
(b) A-- 2x.A'. 
(1) xEFV(Ar) .  Then there are ~,fl such that g = ~--~fl, B,x:o~ ~-RA':fl, and 
Pp(2x.W) = (P ,p~g) ,  where Pp(A' )  = (PU{x:p},Tz). By induction 
there exists a relevant chain C ~ = Exl~ * [Sub]. [Coy]' such that 
c '  ((P u {x:l,}, ~)) = <s u {x:~}, ~). 
Let ~',/~',B' be such that 
Exl~ * [Sub] ({P U {x:p}, ~)) = (B' U {x:u'},/~'}, 
and 
Coy' = -~(B' u {x:~r},y), (BU {X:~},/~)~-. 
Since //E~'-s, by construction also /3'EY-s and, by Lemmas 
6.2.10(i) and 6.2.3(i), Exl~ * [Sub] ((P, p---~z~) ) = (B', ~'~[3'). Take 
Coy = ~(B',~' ~y) ,  (B,~-4J)~-, 
which, by Definition 6.2.12(iii), is a covering. Take 
C = Ext~ * [Sub] * [Coy]. 
(2) x ¢_ FV(W).  Then there is /~ such that a = w---*//, and B F-RA':/~. 
Then Pp(~x.A') = (P, eo---~z}, where Pp(A' )  = {P,~}. By induction 
there exists a relevant chain C' =Exp.  [Sub]. [Coy]' such that 
C' ((P, z~) = (B,/~). 
Let i f , /~ be such that 
Exl~ * [Sub]((P,~)) = (B',[~') and Coy' = -<(B',~% (B,~)~-. 
Since /~E~--s, by construction also /~E~-s and, by Lemmas 
6.2.10(i), and 6.2.3(i), Exl~ * [Sub] ((P, o~})  = (B',o~--*/~'). Take 
Coy = -~(B', o~' ) ,  (B, ~o~)~-, 
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which, by Definition 6.2.12(iii), is a coveting. Take 
C = Exfi * [Sub] * [Coy]. 
(c) A=-xA1...Am. Then there are al . . . . .  am, B1, ..., Bin, such that B -= 
FI{B1 . . . . .  Bm,{x :a ,~"  ~am~a}},  and, for every 1 <<.j<<.m, Bj ~-R Aj:aj, 
and 
P = II{Pi . . . . .  Pro, {x:=t--~"" "---~=m---~(P}}, = = ¢P, 
with for every 1 <~j<~m, Pp(Aj)  = (Pj, nj), in which ¢p does not occur. 
By induction, there are relevant chains Ci . . . .  Cm such that, for 1 ~<j ~<m, 
Cj( (Pj,=j) ) = (Bj, aj). Let, for l <~j <~m, Cj= Exloj * [Subj] * [Covj], and 
B 5, a 5 be such that 
Ext~) * [Subj]((Pj ,~j))= (Bj, crj), 
and 
Covs = -<IBm, (Bj, 
Let Ext~ = Exfil *. .  "*EXl~m, and Sub = Sub, o...oSubmo(~o~--~a), then, 
because of Lemmas 6.2.10(ii) and 6.2.3(ii) 
Exfi • [Sub] ( (H{PI  . . . . .  Pro, {x:zq ---*" • "---~m---~q~} }, q~) 
I l . I = (H{B 1 . . . . .  B m, {x.ff,--+...---~¢~tm----+~}}, a). 
Then, by Definition 6.2.12(iv), 
! . ! Coy = ~ (n  {B', . . . . .  B,,, {x.o 14 . . .~a '~cr}} ,  a), 
(n  {B1 . . . . .  
is a coveting. Take 
C = EXl~ * [Sub] * [Coy]. [] 
Now, for essential type assignment the completeness of  the here specified operations 
becomes easy to prove: 
Theorem 6.3.3. I f  B ~-E A:a and Pp(A) = (P,n), then there exists an essential chain 
C such that C((P ,n))  = (B,a). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.1.2 there are B', a '  such that B ~ F-g A:a, a '  ~<Ea, and B<~EB'. By 
Theorem 6.3.2, there exists a relevant chain C such that C((P ,n) )  = (B',¢').  Since 
<(B',a') ,(B,a) > is a lifting, by Definition 6.3.1(iv), there exists an essential chain 
such that C ((P, n)) = (B, a). [] 
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Like in [4, 9, 34], it can be proved that there exists a precise relation between 
terms in oM and principal pairs, both equipped with an appropriate ordering. This 
relation is in [34] defined using substitution of type-variables by the type constant 
09. Using the notion of substitution defined here, this approach cannot be taken; 
instead, the relation -~ on pairs as given in Definition 6.2.12 is used. 
Theorem 6.3.4. (~, >->.-) is a meet semilattice isomorphic to (Jff, U). 
Proof. Pp is, as function from JV to ~,  by Definition 6.1.5(ii), surjective. It is injective 
because of Theorems 4.2.4, 4.2.6, and 6.3.3. That Pp respects the order, i.e. if A~A ~, 
then Pp (A')-<-<Pp (A), follows by straightforward induction. [] 
Definition 6.3.5 (cf. [34, 4]). 
(i) Let M be a term. Let II(M) be the set of all principal pairs for all approximants 
of M: I I (M) = {Pp(A) I AEd(M)} .  
(ii) I I (M) is an ideal in ~, and therefore: 
(a) If l i (M)  is finite, then there exists a pair (P, n) = II l i (M),  where (P, n) E ~. 
This pair is then called the principal pair of M. 
(b) If I-I(M) is infinite, II l i (M)  does not exist in ~. The principal pair of M 
is then the infinite set of pairs l i (M).  
The proof of the principal type property for the essential system is completed by 
the following: 
Theorem 6.3.6. Let B and tr be such that B ~-E M:a. 
(i) d (M)  is finite. Let (P,n) be the principal pair of  M. Then there exists an 
essential chain C such that C((P,~) ) = (B,a). 
(ii) ~¢(M) is infinite. Then there exist a pair (P, rc) E l i (M)  and an essential chain 
C such that C((P,~z))= (B,a). [] 
Proof. From B bE M:a and Theorem 3.2.7 follows ~4 E ~(M)  [B t-E A:a]. Then: 
(i) By Definition 6.3.5, there exists AM E~(M)  such that Pp(M)  = Pp(AM) = 
(P,n). Since Pp(AM) is minimal in ~,  so Pp(AM)-~Pp(A),  by Theorem 6.3.4, AM 
is maximal in d (M) ,  so A~AM. Then, by Lemma 2.5(viii), also B F-EAM:tr. 
(ii) By Definition 6.3.5, (P,n) = Pp(A)EI I (M).  
In any case, by Theorem 6.3.3, there exists an essential chain C such that C((P,n)) 
= (B, 
The same result, using relevant chains rather than essential chains, can be formulated 
for the relevant system. 
Conclusions 
This paper presented the essential intersection type assignment system, as a 
true restriction of the BCD-system that satisfies all properties of that system, where 
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der ivat ions are syntax-directed. Since all propert ies of  the BCD-system are shown to 
ho ld  for the essential system, the treatment o f  intersect ion types as in [6] has been 
too general.  Instead o f  introducing n as a general  type-constructor,  and 09 as a type- 
constant,  it is better  to treat ~o as the empty intersection, and to a l low intersect ions 
only on the left o f  the ---~. 
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